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This report responds to your January 3l,lBBO, and March 28,1BBO,requests that we evaluate a
number of issues relating to the arbitration process sponsored by the securities industry
self-regulatory organizations. The report offers recommendations to the Securities and
Exchange Commission concerning the selection and training of arbitrators.
As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no
further distribution of this report until 30 days after the date of this letter. At that time, we will
send copies to the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Director of the Offrce of
Management and Budget, appropriate congressional Committees, and other interested parties.
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MEIjor contxibuton to the report are listed in appendix VI. If you have any questions, pkase call
me on (202) 276-8078.
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Executive Summary

Purpose

Broker-dealer firms may require investors, as a condition of doing
business with the firm, to agree to use arbitration to resolve any securities
disputes between the investor and the firm. F’irms may also require that
such arbitration be conducted at a forum sponsored by the securities
industry and operating under the Uniform Code of Arbitration developed
by industry representatives. Congress, state regulators, and investor
groups have raised concerns about whether industry-sponsored arbitration
is fair to investors. A primary concern is that arbitration at an
industry-sponsored forum may have a pro-industry bias.
The Chairmen of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce and its
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and F’inance, and the Chairman
and four members of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs asked GAO to (1) determine broker-dealer firm policies that
require investors to settle disputes through arbitration; (2) analyze the
results of securities arbitration at industry-sponsored forums; and (3)
compare these results with those of the American Arbitration Association
(AAA)---the primary independent forum for securities arbitration,
commodities arbitration, and litigation. They also asked GAO to collect and
analyze other data and review practices in securities arbitration that are
relevant to assessing the need for changes in the process.

Background

The most frequently used method to resolve securities disputes between
investors and broker-dealer firms is arbitration, a process in which
decisions are rendered by persons cslled arbitrators. Arbitration of
securities disputes has been long used and supported by the securities
industry because it is believed to be faster and less expensive than
litigation. Arbitration is also used to resolve commodities disputes.
Broker-dealer firms may require prospective securities investom to sign an
agreement to resolve disputes through arbitration rather than litigation or
some other method. This agreement includes a clause, called a predispute
arbitration clause, that compels both parties to arbitrate disputes. It also
may require that the arbitration take place in an industry-sponsored forum
rather than an independent forum like AAA.
The results of securities arbitration decisions are expressed in terms of
awards and claims. Either the investor or the broker-dealer initiates the
case by filing a claim. The case may proceed through one or more
hearings, or it may be decided by a review of written evidence from the
parties involved. Panels of three arbitrators with a mixture of industry and
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nonindustry backgrounds preside over hearings; one arbitrator reviews
written evidence. The party in whose favor a case is decided receives an
award that is the amount or some proportion of the claim.
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulates securities
arbitration as it regulates the industry, generally through its oversight of
self-regulatory organizations (SW). These organizations, which include the
securities exchanges and the National Association of Securities Dealers,
operate and regulate their markets with delegated primary responsibility
to enforce compliance with legal and ethical standards. SROS also
administer securities arbitration forums, which are subsidized by the
broker-dealer member firms of SROS. In recent years, SEC has designed its
oversight of the arbitration process primarily toward reforming arbitration
procedures of SROS to provide reasonable assurance that
industry-sponsored arbitration is fair, efficient, and affordable. Recently,
SEC also has been encouraging the industry to allow investors to use more
independent forums to resolve disputes. GAO believes these SEC efforts are
worthwhile and supports them.
Arbitration forums select arbitrators on the basis of background
information, references, and professional or other qualifications. The
background information provided by the candidates includes their
employment history, education, and knowledge of and relation to the
securities industry. Administrators of arbitration forums and the parties in
a dispute to be arbitrated use this information, supplemented by securities
disciplinary history and additional disclosures in specific cases, to
determine whether the individual should be used to decide cases. Each
party to the dispute is allowed to remove one arbitrator for any reason and
an unlimited number for cause. But the arbitration forum makes the final
selection of arbitrators, unlike other areas where arbitration is used and
the parties directly involved select them. The selection of the arbitrators
by the forums could possibly raise questions of fairness. Addressing this
issue was beyond the scope of this GAO effort.
To do its work, GAO sent a questionnaire to a sample of broker-dealer firms
that were most likely to do business with individual investors to determine
their policies with respect to predispute arbitration clauses. GAO also used
statistically projectible sampling and analytical procedures to compare
arbitration results at selected securities industry-administered arbitration
forums; AAA;and the National Futures Association (NFA), the major
commodities industry-administered arbitration forum. GAO contacted
securities industry representatives, broker-dealer firms, investor groups,
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selected individual investors, and others to obtain their views on whether
specific changes needed to be made to the arbitration process. GAO also
interviewed SEC and forum officials to obtain information on the selection
and training of arbitrators.

Results in Brief

Whether arbitration clauses were required of investors by broker-dealer
firms as a condition of doing business with the firms depended on the
types of accounts the investors wished to open. Cash accounts were less
likely to require an arbitration clause, particularly in large firms, than were
margin or options accounts. The latter types of accounts involved more
complex or riskier transactions, and investors were nearly always required
to resolve their disputes through industry-sponsored arbitration forums.
analysis of statistical results of decisions in arbitration cases at both
industry-sponsored and independent forums showed no indication of a
pro-industry bias in decisions at industry-sponsored forums. Statistically,
neither the specific forum nor whether the forum was industry-sponsored
or independent affected arbitration decisions. While GAO'S review showed
that an investor was no more likely to prevail in an independent forum
than in an industry-sponsored forum, it did not directly address the
fairness of the arbitration process.
GAO'S

did not attempt to subjectively evaluate the fairness of the decisions
reached because to do so, GAO would have had to analyze and judge the
merits of the facts and reasoning in each case in its study. GAO could not
compare arbitration and litigation results because of the limited number of
retail investor cases decided through litigation and the inherent
differences between the processes.

GAO

review of arbitration procedures showed that arbitration forums
lacked internal controls to provide a reasonable level of assurance
regarding either the independence of the arbitrators or their competence
in arbitrating disputes. Because the independence and experience of
arbitrators can determine the fairness of decisions, such internal controls
are important to mainlAning the integrity of arbitration.
GAO'S
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Principal Findings
Mandatory Arbitration
ClausesWere More Likely
for Margin and Options
Accounts Than for Cash
Accounts

Broker-dealers’ policies on the use of mandatory arbitration clauses
differed by the size of the firm and the type of account. GAO categorized
broker-dealer firms into three groups-large, medium, and small-on the
basis of the number of registered representatives they had that dealt with
individual investors. barge firms, which have almost 76 percent of the
individual investor accounts in the United States, usually did not require
such clauses for individual cash accounts or institutional accounts.
However, all large fhms required the clauses for individual investors’
margin and options accounts, which are riskier or involve more complex
transactions than cash accounts. About 40 percent of medium and small
firms required the clauses for individual cash and institutional accounts,
while over 90 percent of medium firms and over 70 percent of small firms
required such clauses for individual margin and options accounts. barge
firms had no plans to change their policies in the future, while a number of
medium and small firms that had not required the clauses planned to start
requiring them. (See pp. 2830.)

Arbitration Forum Did Not
Affect Investors’Chances
of Receivingan Award

Statistical analysis of decisions in cases initiated by investors at all
arbitration fo rums-industry and nonindustry-showed that the forum at
which the decision was made did not affect an investor’s chances of
receiving an award. The results of securities arbitration at all
industry-sponsored forums were similar to each other and to the results of
securities arbitration at..“...
AAA
-Iand for commodities arbitration by NFA. For
most securities disputes decided at industry-sponsored forums and AAA,
about 60 percent of investors received an award, and the amount awarded
averaged about 60 percent of the amount claimed. The results were similar
at NFA. Thus, the results at industry-sponsored forums show no indication
of a pro-industry bias. However, GAO'S statistical analysis did not directly
address the fairness of the arbitration process.
Statistically, several factors increased investors’ chances for receiving
either an award or a larger proportion of their claim. For claims initiated
by investors, their chances of receiving an award were about 1.4 times
more likely when their cases were decided after arbitration hearings
rather than an arbitrator’s review of written submissions from the parties
involved, and about 1.8 times more likely when their claims involved
commodities options rather than other products. Similarly, investors with
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attorney representation were about 1.6 times as likely to receive an award
in excess of 60 percent of their claim, the average amount awarded. Also,
claims under $20,000 were about 3.7 times as likely as larger claims to
result in an award greater than 60 percent of the amount claimed. (See pp.
36-41.)

Forums Need Better
Proceduresto Select and
Train Arbitrators

Statistical analysis of overall arbitration results indicated little about the
fairness of individual cases. Fair proceedings in individual cases are
important because of the financial consequences of arbitrators’ decisions
to investors and broker-dealer firms and because those decisions are
generally not subject to review.
The fairness of arbitration cases, regardless of the forum, depends largely
on the impartiality and competence of individual arbitrators. The primary
ways that industry-sponsored forums can ensure that their arbitration
process is as fair as possible are to select arbitrators with appropriate
backgrounds and experience and ensure that they are trained to know and
understand the arbitration process.
Industry forums obtain background information about people who agree
to be arbitrators, require arbitrators to update the information when
changes in their backgrounds occur, and ask for evaluations from the
participants in cases about their arbitrators’ proficiency. However, the
forums had no established formal standards to initially qualify individuals
as arbitrators, did not verify background information provided by
prospective or existing arbitrators, and had no system to ensure that
arbitrators were adequately trained to perform their functions fairly and
appropriately. Enhancing their procedures to select and train arbitrators
can provide industry-sponsored arbitration forums better assurance that
their arbitrators are independent and competent. (See pp. 6b61.)
GAO recommends that the Chairman,
arbitration forums to

Recommendations
l
l
l

SEC,

require

SROS that

administer

develop formal standards for selecting arbitrators,
verify information submitted by prospective and existing arbitrators, and
establish a system to ensure that these arbitrators are adequately trained
in the arbitration process.
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Agency Comments

GAOobtained informal comments on a draft of this report from the four
SROS85 well as AAAand NFA,and obtained written comments from SEC.(See
app. V.) The SROS,
AAA,and NFAagreed with GAO’Sfindings, and the SROSand
AAAtold us they would study how the recommendations could be
implemented but expressed concern about the potential costs of any
needed changes. SEC,while appearing to generally agree with GAO’Sintent,
also expressed concerns that the recommendations “risk increasing
significantly the costs of securitiezi arbitration and reducing the pool of
qualified arbitrators without materially improving the general quality of
the arbitrator pool or increasing assurances of the independence or
capability of individual arbitrators.”
GAObelieves that SEC’scomments reflect a reading of the
recommendations with the most stringent possible implementation
measures in mind and with a focus on the potential cost of such measures.
Such a reading could be overly prescriptive for achieving GAO’Sintent,
which was to enhance the level of assurance provided by present
procedures that individual arbitrators, and consequently the pool, are
highly qualified and capable. GAOrecognized that options for achieving this
intent range across a spectrum and that some options would be more cost
effective than others. Accordingly, GAOworded its recommendations to
permit latitude in deciding how best they could be implemented. GAO
believes the actions suggested by SECand the SROS,if effectively
implemented, will be generally responsive to GAO’Sintent.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The securities industry has chosen arbitration as the method it uses most
often to resolve disputes between its members and individual investors1
The industry intends for arbitration to provide a fair and impartial means
of dispute resolution that is faster and less expensive than resolution
through the courts. However, in recent years Congress, state regulators,
and investor groups have raised concerns about whether arbitration as
mandated and practiced by the securities industry is fair and impartial in
resolving disputes between broker-dealers and individual investors. A
primary concern expressed is that arbitration administered by the
securities industry may have a pro-industry bias.
In response to these concerns, the Chairmen of the House Committee on
Energy and Commerce and its Subcommittee on Telecommunications and
Finance and the Chairman and four members of the Senate Committee on
Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs asked us to review arbitration
practices in the securities industry.

Securities Industry
Organizations
Administer and
Oversee Securities
Arbitration

The securities industry administers and oversees arbitration according to
the industry’s principle of self-regulation. Under this principle, the industry
regulates itself through various self-regulatory organizations (SRO)that are
overseen by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).SROSare
groups of industry professionals that both operate and regulate market
facilities. They have primary regulatory responsibility under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 to adopt and enforce standards of conduct for their
member securities firms.
SROSinclude, among other groups, the nine securities exchanges-such as
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)and the American Stock Exchange
(Amex)-ad the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD),which
regulates the over-the-counter market. SROSare funded by their member

broker-dealer firms and other participants in the securities markets.
Generally, SROSfix and levy from their members fees, assessments, and
other charges for use of facilities or systems SROSadminister.
To ensure that SROScomply with the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, SECapproves SROrules, reviews disciplinary actions and various
other activities, and inspects SROoperations, including arbitration. In
December 1990, SECconsolidated many of its existing arbitration oversight
activities and established a branch for arbitration oversight in the Office of
‘Arbitrationforumsmayalsoresolvedisputesamongbroker-dealers
andbetweena broker-dealer
and
its employees.
Page14
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Inspections and F’inancial Responsibility, Division of Market Regulation.
One of the branch’s responsibilities is to inspect all SRO arbitration
programs to ensure that SROShave systems in place to comply with
securities laws and their own rules.
Securities arbitration operates under SROrules that are based on the
Uniform Code of Arbitration, which was developed by the Securities
Industry Conference on Arbitration (SICA). SICA was formed by the
securities industry in 1977 at SEC’Sinvitation to review then existing
securities arbitration procedures2 Comprising WA'S membership are
representatives of each SROand the Securities Industry Association (SW),
and four public members selected by the current public members on the
basis of experience and demonstrated interest in arbitration.

The American
Arbitration
Association Also
Administers Securities
Arbitration

SROS are

not the only forums for securities arbitration. The American
Arbitration Association (AAA), an independent, not-for-profit organization
that administers arbitrations and other private dispute resolution
processes for a variety of industries, also does securities arbitration. In
administering securities arbitration cases, AAAis not subject to SEC
oversight, but AAA’Ssecurities arbitration rules are generally similar to the
Uniform Code.
has encouraged broker-dealers to allow investors a choice between
any industry forum and a forum independent of the industry, like AAA,to
resolve securities disputes. According to SEC,investor access to an
independent forum might enhance investor confidence in the fairness of
securities dispute resolution proceedings and also help relieve some of the
caseload pressures on SROS’
forums. In a September 1987 letter to SICA
members, SEC recommended that broker-dealers give their customers the
option of bringing their disputes to AAA.Also, in 1989, SEC'S Division of
Market Regulation urged many large brokerdealers to include the option
of AAAarbitration for individual investors. Despite these initiatives and
support from some SROS, SEC'S Director, Division of Market Regulation,
concluded in May 1990 that most firms did not allow individual investors a
choice of a non-sno arbitration forum.
SEC

In September 1990, NASD'S Board of Governors recommended that
broker-dealers consider using a non-sno arbitration forum to resolve
disputes arising in the securities industry. In January 1991, five NYSE
2SICA’original
s
mandatewasto developrulesfor theresolutionof disputesinvolvingsmallclaims.
Overtime,SICAassumed
responsibility
for formulatinguniformarbitrationrulesfor all securities
SROs.
PageIS
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member firms agreed to participate in a pilot program to allow investors to
have their claims arbitrated by AAAeven though the firms’ account
agreements limited investors to SRO forums. The program allows each of
the Brms to agree to AAAarbitration of disputes on a case-by-case basis
and to vary the terms and conditions of the pilot as each sees fit. In
spearheading the pilot, NYSEhopes to encourage voluntary rather than
mandatory use of nonindustry arbitration. SECplans to evaluate the results
of the pilot when it has sufficient information on it. As of January 1992, SEC
had received two quarterly reports relating to the number of requests
approved for AAAarbitration and background on the cases.

How Securities
Arbitration Is
Designedto Work

SRO rules

provide broker-dealer firms with the use of arbitration as a
dispute resolution mechanism for their individual customers. An individual
investor’s first exposure to the concept of arbitration can occur when
opening a cash,3margin4 opti~ns,~ or other account with a broker-dealer.
For example, as a condition of opening an account with some firms, the
investor might be asked to sign an agreement containing a “predispute
arbitration clause.” This clause requires that any future disputes be
resolved through arbitration rather than litigation. As discussed, most
firms use clauses that specify that an industry forum be used, which has
the effect of precluding the use of any forum operating independently of
an industry-sponsored forum.
If a dispute should arise, an investor (or a broker-dealer) can initiate
arbitration proceedings by filing a statement of claim, a submission
agreement, and other information with the Director of Arbitration at the
relevant arbitration forum. The statement of claim is to provide
information on the dispute, including relevant dates and names, as well as
the damages being requested. The submission agreement binds the parties
to abide by the arbitration award. The filing also is to include the
claimant’s filing fee deposit and the counsel’s name, address, and
telephone number if the claimant plans to be represented by counsel. All
parties to a dispute have the option of being so represented.

with a cashaccount,aninvestorpurchases
securities
withoutanextension
of creditandreceives
cashfor securities
sold.
‘Witha marginaccount,thebroker-dealer
mayextendcreditof upto 60percentof thepurchase
price
to theinvestorto purchase
securities.
6Withanoptionsaccount,theinvestormaypurchase
therightto buyor sellsecurities
onor beforea
specificdate.
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When the forum receives the statement of claim, a notification is to be sent
to the opposing party or parties, called the respondent. Respondents may
be investors, a brokerdealer, or employees or representatives of a
broker-dealer. The respondent has 20 days to answer the claim. In
answering the claim, the respondent may file a counterclaim against the
claimant or a cross-claim against a third party.
Before a hearing, the Director of Arbitration at each forum is to select an
arbitrator or a panel of arbitrators and designate a chairperson. Unless the
claimant requests otherwise, the majority of the arbitration panel members
are to be from outside the securities industry. Small claims can be decided
by one arbitrator not associated with the securities industry but familiar
with how the industry works.
The Uniform Code directs SROS to provide to the disputing parties the
arbitrators’ names and business affiliations at least 8 business days before
the initial hearing. The Uniform Code also directs SROS to provide the
arbitrators’ employment histories over the past 10 years and any
circumstances that might preclude the arbitrators from rendering an
objective and impartial decision. Parties also have the right to request
more information, Each party is allowed to remove one arbitrator for any
reason and to remove an unlimited number of arbitrators for cause. Action
must be taken within 6 business days of the notification to remove an
arbitrator for any reason. Removing an arbitrator for cause may be
exercised without time constraint.
Most hearings generally follow the same case presentation used in court
proceedings. Each party is to be allowed to present an opening statement,
evidence, and closing arguments, and to cross-examine witnesses called
by the opposing party. Arbitrators can question witnesses at any time
during the proceedings. A record of the hearing is kept either by tape
recorder or court reporter, and parties may purchase a transcript of the
hearing.
The Uniform Code encourages arbitrators to decide a case within 30
business days after the date the record is closed. The decision is to
contain, among other things, the names of the parties, a summary of the
issues, the damages requested and awarded, and the signatures of the
arbitrators who concur in the award. Arbitrators are not required to
provide reasons for their decision. The decision is final and subject to
court review for only limited reasons, including arbitrator partiality, fraud,
or disregard of the law.
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Arbitration Has Been
Widely Used

With impetus from legislation and some Supreme Court decisions,
arbitration has been widely used for many years to resolve securities
disputes. In 1872, NYSE became the, first securities exchange to provide
arbitration as an alternative to litigation in resolving disputes. In 1926,
arbitration became a legislated alternative to litigation when Congress
passed the Federal Arbitration Acf; The act was intended to provide
disputing parties the opportunity for faster, more economical resolution
than that available in the federal courts. In addition, the act made
arbitration mandatory when parties had valid written agreements to
arbitrate disputes. Section 2 of the act made these written agreements to
arbitrate disputes valid, irrevocable, and enforceable to the same extent as
any other contracts. Section 3 of the act requires a court to stay a trial on
any issue referrable to arbitration under a written agreement.
In the past decade, the number of arbitration cases filed with the securities
SROShas increased approximately 640 percent, from 330 in 1980 to 6,332 in
1990. Securities trading volume has also grown. Between 1930 and 1990,
the annual share volume in securities at NASDincreased about 400 percent,
from 6.7 billion shares to 33.4 billion shares. NYSEshare volume increased
about 250 percent, from 11.4 billion shares to 39.7 billion shares.

Mandatory Arbitration
Has Been
Controversial

Broker-dealer policies that require investors to sign agreements mandating
arbitration and forcing them to give up their rights to court resolution have
been controversial. Conflicting legislation and Supreme Court decisions on
the issue are evidence of the controversy. In reaction to the stock market
crash of 1929, Congress passed the Securities Act of 1933 and the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to protect investors’ rights. The 1933 act
provided that investors can enforce their right to recover in court losses
due to fraudulent practices in connection with the purchase or sale of
securities. Additionally, investors can file suit under the antifraud
provisions of the 1934 act. These provisions conflicted with the 1926
Arbitration Act, which made predispute arbitration agreements
enforceable.
The Supreme Court f”lrst considered this conflict in Wilko v. Swan, 346 U.S.
427 (1963). The Court held that a predispute agreement to compel
arbitration of a claim under the antifraud provisions of the 1933 act was
not enforceable. The majority opinion of the Court held that the 1933 act’s
provisions giving investors the right to sue for damages in connection with
the purchase or sale of securities indicated that Congress had intended to
override the Arbitration Act’s general principal of enforceability.
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In Shearson/American Express, Inc. v. McMahon, 482 U.S. 220 (1987)&e
Supreme Court ruled that investors who had signed predispute arbitration
clauses could be compelled to resolve their dis&esarising under the 1984
act by arbitration.s The Court found that the decision in Wilko only barred
waiver of a judicial forum when arbitration was inadequate to protect
investors’ substantive rights. The Court’s majority stated that the success
of securities arbitration in settling disputes eradicated the mistrust of
arbitration that had formed the basis for the Wilko opinion. This opinion
was based on the Court’s view that arbitration forums, and SEC’Sregulatory
oversight over those forums, provided investors adequate protection. The
Court found that an arbitration agreement does not waive the 1934 Act’s
investor protections.
Debate over predispute arbitration clauses has continued since the 1987
Supreme Court decision. In July 1988, SECreported that it was concerned
by an apparent trend toward the use of predispute arbitration clauses as a
condition of doing business with a brokerdealer. Congress considered but
did not act on legislation in 1988 that would have prohibited brokers from
requiring customers to sign arbitration clauses.
States have also opposed mandatory predispute arbitration clauses. For
example, in 1988, the Massachusetts Division of Securities adopted
regulations banning mandatory arbitration clauses by making them an
“unethical” practice. However, the US. District Court in Boston declared
that the Federal Arbitration Act preempted the regulations and prohibited
their enforcement. This decision was affirmed by the Court of Appeals for
the First Circuit, and the Supreme Court declined to review the decision.
Also, in 1990, the North American Securities Administrators Association,
which is comprised of the securities administrators of the 60 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Mexico, and Canada, testified in
congressional hearings that Congress should consider prohibiting
mandatory predispute arbitration clauses.

%e May19S9Supreme
Courtdecisionin Rodriquez
deQuijasv. Shearson/American
Express,109U.S.
1917(19S9),explicitlyoverruledWilkov. Swanandmadepredisputearbitrationagreements
enforceable
for claimsarisingunderthe 1933act.
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Concerns Have
Prompted Changes
and Proposals to
ChangeSRO
Arbitration Programs

officials reported that they began an 18month review of the fairness
and efficiency of SROarbitration programs in 1986, after the Supreme
Court’s decision in Dean W itter Reynolds Inc., v. Byrd, 470 U.S. 213 (1986).
They said that case signaled the likely increased use of SROarbitration. The
Court’s 1987 decision in McMahon affiied SEC'S broad authority to
oversee and regulate the arbitration process in the securities industry. In
September 1987, SEC recommended changes to SICA'S Uniform Code of
Arbitration and then worked with SICA to improve the securities arbitration
rules. After extensive negotiations, in 1989 SEC approved new rules
governing the securities arbitration process. The rules made more specific
the requirements for arbitrators considered to have nonindustry or public
backgrounds, established formaI procedures for the prehearing discovery
process, and required arbitrators’ decisions to be made public, among
other changes.
SEC

Concerns of industry members and individual investors prompted interest
in further changes in securities arbitration. To possibly reduce the
administrative costs of operating the 10 industry-operated arbitration
forums, SICA studied the feasibility of consolidating the forums into a single
forum. In October 1991, SICA concluded that there were no material
economies of scale in implementing a single arbitration forum.
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In response to the concerns of industry members and individual investors,
the Chairmen of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce and its
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance, and the Chairman
and four members of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs requested that we examine arbitration practices in the
securities industry. As agreed with the Committees and Subcommittee, we
examined issues related to
broker-dealer firms’ use of predispute arbitration clauses in customer
agreements,
the results of arbitration in the securities and commodities markets and
how the results of arbitration compare to those for litigated disputes,
the procedural differences between arbitration and litigation,
industry and investor views on potential changes to the arbitration
process, and
. the selection and training of arbitrators.
l

l

l
l

As agreed, we focused our review on arbitration cases involving individual
investors in disputes with members of the industry. We also agreed to use
several statistical techniques to ensure that information gathered on the
use of predispute arbitration clauses and the results of arbitration cases
would represent conditions in the entire industry. We designed procedures
to provide a Qfipercent confidence level that our results would represent
industrywide practice with a sampling error of plus or minus 6 percent.
Except where noted, the sampling errors are no greater than plus or minus
6 percent. These procedures are su mmarized in this chapter and discussed
in detail in appendix III. We visited SECand the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFI’C)in Washington, D.C.; Amex, NASD,NYSE,and AAA
in New York City; and the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)and
National Futures Association (NFA)-which operate the major arbitration
forum in the commodities industry-in Chicago. We did our work between
May 1990 and September 1991 in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards.

Broker-Dealers’Use
of Predispute
Arbitration Clauses

To obtain information on the securities industry’s policies, practices,
views, and plans concerning the use of predispute arbitration clauses in
customer account agreements, we sent a questionnaire to a sample of
broker-dealer firms. We selected our sample using two different sources:
SIA’SSecurities Industry Yearbook, lQQQ-1991and the more inclusive
Central Registration Depository list of NASDmember firms. Using these
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sources, and controlling for duplicate listings, we identified 980 firms that
were most likely to do business with individual investors.
We categorized each firm as large, medium, or small on the basis of its
number of registered retail representatives. The 10 SIAfirms with the most
retail representatives comprised the large class, and the next 32
rank-ordered SIAfirms comprised the medium class. The remaining 938
small firms were NASD member firms not included in the large or medium
ChlSSeS.

We mailed questionnaires to all large and medium firms and a randomly
selected sample of 311 of the 938 small firms. A copy of the questionnaire
is included as appendix IV. We mailed the questionnaires in early
December 1990 and did follow-up mailings in January and February 1991.
At the end of February and beginning of March 1991, we telephoned firms
that had not responded. We adjusted the original sample of 363 firms to
224 because we found that some were no longer in business, and some did
not do the type of retail business we were examining-retail business with
public customers having cash, margin, or options accounts. We received
188 responses to our survey, which gave us a response rate of 84 percent.
Table 2.1 shows the final sample selection and response rates.
Table 2.1: Broker-Dealer Queationnairo Selection and Response, by Firm Size
Firm size
Large
Medium
Small
Total

Original
universe
10
32
938
980

Original Number out Number not
selection of business
retail
0
10
0
32
1
0
311
11
117
353
12
117

Final
selection
10
31
183
224

Number of
actual
responses
9
26
153
188

Adjusted
universe
10
31
552
593

As table 2.1 shows, we deleted 1 medium firm and 128 small firms from
our original selection because they were either out of business or not
retail fhms. For the medium firms, we adjusted the original selection for
the firm that was out of business. For the small firms, the adjusted
universe total was determined by the proportion of deleted cases to the
original sample size. We then calculated weighing factors on the basis of
the adjusted universe total. As a result, each of the responses we received
from small firms represents the estimated responses of three small
broker-dealer firms, and the 163 actual responses thus provide estimated
results for 469 firms. We use the 469 weighted number for small firms
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throughout the report. Because we reviewed all of the large and medium
firms still in business, our weighing factor for these responses is 1, and the
numbers we use throughout the report are for 9 large firms and 26 medium
firms.

The Results of
Securities and
Commodities
Arbitration

To make statistically valid comparisons of the results of the arbitration
(i.e., whether the investor or the broker-dealer received an award and the
percentage of claim awarded), we visited six arbitration forums and used
several analytical procedures. We compared results among forums and
between the securities and commodities industries. We also separately
discuss in this report results of cases decided by arbitrators and cases
settled by the parties thus eliminating the need for an arbitration decision.
As agreed with the Committees and Subcommittee, the six arbitration
forums included in our analysis were Amex, CBOE, NASD, NYSE, AAA, and NFA.
Amex, CBOE, NASD, and NYSE operate securities industry-administered
arbitration forums. In 1990, NASD and NYSE together processed 94 percent
of the disputes filed for arbitration at the securities industry forums. NFA
began operations in October 1982 as a futures association registered with
CFIK.It is an SRO fully funded by the futures industry and mandated by
Congress to help protect the public interest.
The six arbitration forums gave us lists that included a total of 6,647
arbitration cases closed between January 1,1989, and June 30,199O. We
asked for retail cases that involved public customers and were resolved
through the arbitration process, either by arbitrators’ decisions or by
settlement agreements between the parties. We reviewed all the
arbitration case files from AAA,Amex, CBOE, and NFA. Because of the large
number of cases and resource limitations, we randomly sampled the cases
from the two largest forums, NYSE and NASD.
After we began collecting our data, we found cases that did not meet our
review criteria. We deleted these cases and adjusted our universe. Tables
2.2 and 2.3 show the final results of our case selection.
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Teblo 2.2: Decided COW Selected end Revlowed
Forum
Amex
CBOE
NFA
NASD
NYSE
Total

Orlglnal
unlverse
283
32
65
246
2,873
801
4,300

Orlglnal
selectlon
283
32
65
246
376
297
1,299

Number of cases
Missing
Deleted Reviewed
248
11
24
0
2
30
0
6
59
1
1
244
38
a
330
50
10
237
100
51
1,146

Original
universe
209
36
14
207
1,369
512
2,347

Original
selection
209
36
14
207
305
229
1,000

Number of cases
Adjusted
Missing
Deleted Reviewed universe
79
8
122
201
0
1
35
35
0
0
14
14
0
1
206
206
4
1,351
19
282
15
166
478
48
29
625
2,286
146

Adjusted
universe
259
30
59
245
2,812
774
4,179

Table 2.3: Settled Caeea Selected and Revlowed
Forum
Amex
CBOE
NFA
NASD
NYSE
Total

As tables 2.2 and 2.3 show, we deleted 80 cases (61 decided by arbitrators
and 29 settled by the parties) because they did not involve a retail investor
in the arbitration or otherwise did not meet our criteria for review.
Accordingly, for the forums that we sampled, we adjusted the universe
totals by the proportion of deleted cases to the original sample size. For
the forums where all cases were selected, we adjusted the universe totals
by subtracting the number of deleted cases from the original universe.
We were unable to review some cases because their files were missing;
thus we further adjusted the universe totals. We asked forum officials to
explain why the missing files could not be located. They could provide no
specific reason for the missing files. We have no reason to believe that the
missing files were not randomly distributed throughout the universe of
fties and thus believe that they would be unlikely to have any
characteristics that would distort the results of our analysis.
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AAAcould not provide 90 files because they had been destroyed or could
not be located. Of these, 11 involved decided cases and 79 involved settled
cases. AAAofficials said that AAApolicy is to destroy files of settled cases
after 1 year.
Notwithstanding our intent to use the data in the case files for statistical
purposes only, M was unwilling to give us full access to its case files
without permission from the parties involved. To get permission, AAA
contacted the disputants lnvolved in the arbitration cases we asked to
review. Some objected to our reviewing their files, and AAAdenied us
access to these files. To assist our review, the House of Representatives
subpoenaed the files for the House Committee on Energy and Commerce.
AAAcomplied with the subpoena, so we were ultimately able to review the
files for which we were initially denied access.
We designed and pretested a data collection instrument to ensure that we
would collect systematic and accurate information from each arbitration
case file. We also established coding rules to ensure consistent
interpretation and recording of data from the files.
For each case, we collected information about the claim and award,
including amounts asked and awarded for compensation, punitive
damages, interest, attorney fees, and other fees. In 605 cases, claimants
asked for punitive damages, but damages were awarded in only 28 cases.
Because these claims were related to punishment rather than claimant
losses or costs and including these claims would significantly skew the
summary statistics in relation to their occurrence, we excluded punitive
claims and awards from our summary analyses.
To more thoroughly analyze the arbitration results, we developed loglinear
models to determine whether relationships existed between 10
explanatory variables and 3 separate outcome variables. We judgmentally
selected these variables after a preliminary analysis of the arbitration
process and the information available in arbitration case files. We analyzed
whether the 10 explanatory variables (forum, decision procedure, claimant
class, attorney representation, state of residence, option to buy a security
or commodity, claim size, securities or commodities product,
counterclaim, and processing time) were associated with the three
outcomes: (1) whether the claim was settled or decided by arbitration; (2)
if decided, whether the claimant received an award; and (3) if the claimant
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received an award, whether the award was more or less than 60 percent of
the total claim amouml
We were unable to compare the results of arbitration with the results of
litigation because of a lack of cases and the inherent differences between
the two processes. However, to get some idea of what happens to cases
litigated in court, we reviewed securities and commodities cases closed
between January 1,1989, and June 30,1990, in the Federal District Courts
of the District of Columbia, Maryland, Northern Illinois, Southern New
York, and Eastern Virginia? We selected these districts because their
locations were convenient to where we were doing other work. From the
list of 790 securities and commodities cases closed in these district courts,
we identified 161 cases that involved retail investors. Of these, 100 cases
were either decided or settled, with the remainder sent back to arbitration,
transferred to another district, or otherwise moved from the jurisdiction of
the district court or dismissed. We reviewed all 100 court cases-6 from
the District of Columbia, 9 from Maryland, 26 from Northern Illlnois, 66
from Southern New York, and 3 from Eastern Virginia. The results of these
100 cases cannot be generalized to all litigated securities and commodities
cases. In addition, we found that the inherent differences between
arbitration and litigation as discussed in appendix I prevented meaningful
comparisons of the two processes on their respective outcomes. Appendix
II discusses other alternative dispute resolution methods.

Procedural
Differences Between
Arbitration and
Litigation

To assessprocedural differences between arbitration and litigation, we
interviewed arbitration forum officials. We also reviewed and compared
the Uniform Code of Arbitration, rules and regulations of each arbitration
forum, and selected laws pertaining to the arbitration and litigation
processes.

Industry and Investor
Views on Potential
Changesto
Arbitration

We contacted securities industry representatives, broker-dealer firms,
investor groups, selected individual investors, and others to obtain
opinions on the need for specific changes to the securities arbitration
system. These changes related to (1) federal legislation prohibiting
mandatory arbitration clauses, (2) a mandatory nonbinding arbitration
system, (3) a single agency to administer securities arbitration, and (4)

”

‘Theaverage
amountawarded
for all theclaimswe reviewed
wasabout60percentof theamount
requested.
Fora discussion
of theseresults,seechapter4.
We didnotselectnonfederal
courtsbecause
theydo notmaintaininformation
on securities
casesthat
wouldallowusto determine
whetherretailinvestors
wereinvolved.
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federal legislation requiring arbitrators to write a brief statement and/or
complete a checklist explaining the reasons for their decisions.
To obtain broker-dealer views, we included specific questions in the
questionnaire we sent to fm on their use of predispute arbitration
clauses. The views we obtained are representative of all broker-dealers
who do business with retail public customers. In addition, we did
structured interviews in person or by telephone between May and August
1991 with 2 industry representatives, 6 investor groups, 14 individual
investors, 4 arbitrators, and 7 attorneys. The groups and individuals we
interviewed (1) had contacted the Committees, Subcommittee, or us with
information about their particular case or ideas about the arbitration
system; (2) were referred to us by an investor representative, regulators,
or arbitration participants; or (3) were judgmentally selected because of
their knowledge or experience in the field. Their opinions are not
representative of all investors, arbitrators, and attorneys.

Selection and Training
of Arbitrators

To obtain information on the selection and training of arbitrators, we
interviewed SEC and arbitration forum officials and analyzed the forums’
files on certain selected arbitrators. We obtained and reviewed arbitrator
profiles, arbitrator applications, questionnaires, resumes, and other
background information that SROSuse to place arbitrators into the
arbitrator pool and classify them as “public” or “industry” arbitrators.
These documents can be used by SROS and AAAto select arbitrators for a
specific case. The parties use arbitrator profiles to accept or challenge
individual arbitrators.
We interviewed forum officials about the evaluation of arbitrators, training
requirements, and identification of training needs. We also reviewed the
arbitrators’ manual and various schedules of courses available. In addition,
on the basis of our case file review, we gathered information on how
frequently the same arbitrator was used.
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Our analysis showed that an individual investor’s best chance of opening
an account with a broker-dealer firm without signing an agreement
containing a predispute arbitration clause was to open a cash account with
a large broker-dealer firm. If individual investors opened margin or options
accounts at any f”lrm, they were more likely to have to sign an agreement
including a predispute arbitration clause. When they encountered
arbitration clauses in account agreements, they were likely to find that the
firm was not willing to waive or negotiate the arbitration clause. An
individual investor’s best chance of finding an account agreement with an
arbitration clause that included the alternative of arbitration by an
independent forum was at a smaller broker-dealer firm.
F’inally, our data show that the fm we surveyed used arbitration clauses
in account agreements with institutional investors about as frequently as
in cash account agreements with individual investors. Although
determining the specific reasons for individual broker-dealer firms’
policies was beyond the scope of our review, the reasons cited by one
industry representative and attributed to others by SECgenerally related to
the risk and complexity of transactions and the perception that arbitration
costs less than litigation.

F’irms Varied in Use of
Arbitration Clauses
With Individual
Investors

Some broker-dealer fums required or planned to require individual
investors to sign agreements containing predispute arbitration clauses;
others did not and had no plans to do so. These policies and plans for the
future varied in some respects by the size of the firm and the type of
account. Table 3.1 shows that of the nine large broker-dealer firms, which
handled nearly 75 percent of individual accounts of all types, most did not
require individual investors who opened cash accounts to sign agreements
containing arbitration clauses. However, a substantial minority of medium
and small firms did have such requirements.’ Specifically, only one of the
large firms (or 11 percent) required individual investors opening cash
accounts on or after December 1,1990, to sign such an agreement. Of the
medium and small firms, 46 and 37 percent, respectively, required such
agreements. On the other hand, all the large fums, over 90 percent of the
medium firms, and over 70 percent of the small firms required arbitration
clauses for individual investors opening margin and options accounts.

‘Theresultsfor smallfirmsthroughout
thischapterareestimated.
Seechapter2 for a discussion
of our
sampling
techniques.
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Tablo 3.1: Number and Percent of
Flrmr Requiring Pradirputo Arbltratlon
Clauuo In Account8 for lndlvldual
Invortoro

Claueee

I

Tvoe of account

Medium firms

Note: At a 95-percent level of confidence, the sampling errors for small firms range from plus or
minus 5.4 percent to plus or minus 9 percent.
aExcludes specialized accounts such as IRA and 401 K accounts.
weighted data (see ch. 2 for a discussion of how we weighted the small firms)
Source: GAO survey of retail broker-dealer firms.

Our analysis indicated a trend among medium and small firms of
increasing use of arbitration clauses in account agreements signed by
individual investors. The number of large firms with a policy requiring
arbitration clauses has remained relatively constant since 1987, while the
number of medium and small firms requiring the clauses has increased.
One of the two large firms that required clauses for cash accounts in 1987
had dropped this requirement as of December 1,199O; however, two large
firms that did not require the clauses for margin and options accounts in
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1987 did so as of December 1,199O. Although the number of both medium
and small firms including the clauses in all types of account agreements
increased from 1987 to 1990, the number of small firms doing so increased
the most. For example, our data show that of the 469 small firms, the
number including clauses in cash account agreements increased from 106
to 168, or 14 percent.
In response to our questionnaire, representatives of the large firms
reported that they intended to continue generally not requiring arbitration
clauses for cash accounts but requiring them for margin and options
accounts. However, some medium and small firms that did not require
clauses as of December 1,1990, reported that they do plan to start such
requirements for all types of individual retail accounts-cash, margin, and
options. For example, as shown in table 3.1,67 of the 459 small firms that
did not require arbitration clauses for cash accounts as of December 1,
1990, plan to require them in the future.

Most F’irms Rarely
Waived or Negotiated
Arbitration Clauses
for Individual or
Institutional Investors

Most of the firms that required arbitration clauses in account agreements
with individual and institutional2 investors never or almost never waived or
negotiated the clauses. In response to our questionnaire, the one large firm
that required its individual investors to sign cash account agreements with
an arbitration clause reported that it almost never waived or negotiated
the clauses. Nine of the 12 medium firms (75 percent) and 162 of the 168
small firms (96 percent) that required clauses for cash accounts reported
that they never or almost never waived or negotiated the clause for
individual investors during 1990. For individual investors’ margin and
options accounts, over 76 percent of the firms, regardless of their size, that
required arbitration clauses indicated that they never or almost never
waived or negotiated the clause during 1990.
l

Our analysis of data on firms’ use of arbitration clauses shows that retail
broker-dealer firms required arbitration agreements of institutional
investors about as frequently as they did of individual investors with cash
accounts. Because our survey was designed to focus on individual rather
than institutional accounts--in keeping with the request for this
study-we focused on retail broker-dealers and collected only summary
data on institutional investor accounts at these broker-dealers. That is, we
asked large, medium, and small retail broker-dealer firms if they required
agreements to arbitrate disputes with institutions generally, without
% I institutionis a largeorganization,
suchasa bank,mutualfund,or pensionfund,thatbuysandsells
securities.
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regard to the three specific types of accounts (cash, margin, and options).
Table 3.2 compares the use of arbitration clauses as of December 1990 for
institutional and individual cash accounts by size of finm.
Table 3.2: Number and Percent of
Firms Requiring Arbitration Clauses
for lnrtltutlonal and lndlvldual Cash
Accounts

Firm size
Large
Medium
Small

Number and percent of firms requiring clauses
as of December 1,199O
lnstltutlonal accounts’
lndlvldual cash accounts
2 of 6, or 25%
1 of 9, or 11%
10 of 24, or 42%
12 of 26, or 46%
111 of 303, or 37%c
166 of 459, or 37%b

BOf the nine large firms, eight had institutional accounts, which could include cash, margin, or
options accounts. Similarly, 24 of 26 medium firms had institutional accounts, and a weighted 303
of 459 small firms had institutional accounts. (See ch. 2 for a discussion of how we weighted the
small firms.)
bThe sampling error is plus or minus 6.2 percent.
CThesampling error is plus or minus 7.7 percent.

W ith regard to institutional investor accounts, one of the two large firms
that required clauses indicated it almost never waived or negotiated the
clauses during 1990.At least 60 percent of medium firms and over 86
percent of the small firms also reported they never or almost never waived
or negotiated the clauses.

Most Broker-Dealers
Did Not Offer kllA as
an Alternative Forum

Our questionnaire results indicated that large firms seldom included M A as
an alternative forum in their account agreements with individual investors,
while medium and small firms more often did. Figure 3.1 shows the
percent of firms that included AAAas a forum choice in their account
agreements as of December 1,199O.
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Flgun 3.1: Percent of Fltmr That
Included MA 08 a Forum Cholco In
Their Account Agreement8

100

Clauses

Percent of Firma

90
80
70

80

Cash accounts

Margin
accounts

Options
accounts

Type of Account

I

Large firms
Medium fins
Small firms

Note: Sampling errors for small firms range from plus or minus 10.2 percent to plus or minus 10.6
percent.
Source: GAO survey of retail broker-dealer firms.

Despite SEC’S encouragement to broker-dealer firms to allow customers
the alternative of independent forums, the firms’ policies of requiring
customers to resolve disputes at industry-sponsored forums have changed
Iittle since 1987. Only one large firm changed its policy since 1987 to offer
AAAarbitration as an alternative for margin and options account
customers. The proportion of medium and small firms providing AAAas an
aiternative forum generaby has remained the same since 1987.
As discussed in chapter 1, five NYSE brokerdealer firms have agreed to
allow selected customers to use AAAfor arbitration. As of July 1991, the 6
firms had allowed 25 customers to have their cases resolved by AAL It
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should be noted that the firms in this program had not changed their
policies regarding independent arbitration; they were allowing, on an
experimental basis, some exceptions to their policies requiring SRO
arbitration.

Reasonsfor
Broker-Dealer F’irm
Arbitration Clause
Policies

Although determining the reasons for specific broker-dealer policies
requiring predispute arbitration clauses was beyond the scope of our
review, we noted from our data that, overall, brokerdealer firms tended to
require arbitration clauses in agreements for accounts that involved
greater risk and more complex transactions. As our study showed,
arbitration clauses were less likely to be found in agreements for cash
accounts than in margin and options accounts.
In interpreting our findings, we noted that margin and options transactions
present unique financial risks to broker-dealers. An option is a contract
giving the holder the right to buy or sell a stated number of shares of a
stock at a fixed price within a predetermined period. As a New York
Institute of Finance handbook states, “Option trading is a highly
specialized and time-consuming area of investment. Unlike many
investments that can be purchased and held for an indefinite period with
little or no management, option investment requires constant vigilance. A
relatively small change in the price of the underlying security may result in
a large percentage change in the value of an options contract.“3 In 1988
testimony before Congress, the SEC Chairman noted that broker-dealers
would argue,
. . . among other things, that they are at financial risk with margin accounts and therefore
have a right to insist on the forum to resolve disputes. They would also argue that the
issues involving options and margin are more technical and complicated than those
involving cash accounts and, thus, arbitration is the more appropriate forum. Additionally,
they would point out that margin and options accounts are more likely to result in litigation
and that, therefore, arbitration, as the less costly forum, is particularly appropriate for
these types of accounts.”

The Chairman concluded that the issues were complicated and required
further analysis.

Victor L Harper,Handbook
of Investment
Products
AndServices,
NewYorkInstituteof Finance
(1977),
p.139.
\
‘From testimony
by DavidRuder,SECChairman,
beforetheSubcommittee
onTelecommunications

andFinance
of theHouseCommittee
on EnergyandCommerce
(July12,198s).
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Margin accounts present greater risk to the broker-dealer than cash
accounts. In a margin account, broker-dealers extend credit to customers
to purchase equity securities or options. Margin is the equity in the
account-that is, the value of the securities in the account minus any
credit extended. When the customer buys securities in a margin account,
the securities act as collateral for the extension of credit by the
broker-dealer. Although the margin should protect the broker-dealer
against loss due to adverse movements in the prices of the security,b
problems can arise that might cause an uncollected debit balance.8
Data we collected showed that arbitration clauses were about as likely to
be included in agreements with institutional investors as in cash account
agreements with individual investors. A representative of the securities
industry told us that institutional account transactions are generally
overseen by managers in the institutions who tend to be more
sophisticated than most individual investors, thus reducing opportunities
for misunderstandings or miscommunication between broker-dealers and
customers. For this reason, the risk of disputes is lower with institutional
aCCOlM23.

The October1987MarketBreak,Divisionof MarketRegulation,
SEC(Feb.198S),
pp.6-11.
6F’rom
remarksby EdwardO ’Brien,President,
SL4,at the 17thAnnualSecurities
Regulation
Institute.
(Jan.24,199O).
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Chapter 4

Arbitration Case Results

Statistical analysis of decisions in cases initiated by investors at all
arbitration fo rums-industry and nonindustry-showed that the forum in
which the decision was made was not a factor affecting investors’ chances
of receiving awards. The results of securities arbitration at all
industry-sponsored forums were similar to each other and to the results of
securities arbitration at AAAand for commodities arbitration by NFA.
Decision outcomes varied depending on several factors, such as attorney
representation and claim size. The analysis also showed that when
broker-dealers initiated the claims, arbitrators’ decisions usually favored
the broker-dealers and that these cases usually involved well-documented
investors’ debt to the broker-dealer.
In addition to cases decided by arbitrators, the disputing parties settled
about one-third to one-half of the cases we reviewed without requiring
arbitrators’ decisions. Our analysis of these cases showed that several
factors, such as attorney representation and claim size, influenced
whether the parties were able to settle their cases.
We could not compare our analysis of arbitration results with litigated
cases because (1) we found relatively few litigated cases involving
individual investors’ disputes and (2) there were inherent differences
between the two processes. Most of those cases were settled out of court
with little or no information available on the outcomes.

No Indication of
Pro-Industry Bias in
Arbitration Decisions
at Industry-Sponsored
Forums

At the four SRo-sponsoredarbitration forums-Amex, CBOE,NASDand
NysE-arbitrators decided in favor of investors in a combined average of
about 59 percent of the cases in which investors filed claims against
broker-dealers.’ Also, investors receiving awards got an overall average of
about 61 percent of the amount they claimed. Both percentages were
similar for NASDand NYSE,which together handled more than 90 percent of
securities arbitration cases at industry forums2 Our multivariate analysis
showed that the forum in which a case was arbitrated was not a factor that
affected whether investors received an award or the proportion of any
award the investor received.
As shown in figure 4.1, the percentage of cases decided in favor of
investors at both NASDand NYSEaveraged nearly 60 percent. At Amex and
CBOE,investors received an award in about 48 and 37 percent of the cases,
‘Mostcaseswereviewedcameto arbitrationbecause
investorsfiledclaims.Casesinitiatedby
brokerdealenagainstinvestorsconstituted
onlyabout10percentof thecases.
qhe resultsfor NASDandNYSEareestimated.
Seech.2 for a discussion
of oursampling
techniques.
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respectively. Despite the differences in the percentage of awards investors
received at NYSE and NASD compared to those received at Amex and CBOE,
our multivariate analysis showed that these differences were not
associated with the forum but with other factors we analyzed, as discussed
later. This type of analysis, explained in detail in appendix III, allows
simultaneous evaluation of the effects of several factors on a particular
result and isolation of the effect of any one factor by controlling or holding
constant all other factors. This method is superior to evaluating each
factor separately, a process that could result in misleading conclusions.
Figure 4.1: Percent of Investors
Recelvlng an Award, by SRO

100

Percent

QO

80
70
60

Amex
SRO

CSOE

NASD

NYSE

Note: For NASD and NYSE the sampling errors are plus or minus 5.2 percent and plus or minus
5.4 percent, respectively. Because we examined all cases at Amex and CBOE, there are no
sampling errors.
Source: GAO analysis of closed arbitration cases.

Figure 4.2 shows the average percent of the claim amount awarded to
investors by each S W -sponsored forum. At NASD and NYSE, these averages
were 64 and 52 percent, respectively. The average at CBOE was 69 percent
and at AINX, 40 percent. Our analysis included amounts claimed and
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awarded but did not include any punitive damages claimed or awarded.
Investors sometimes received more than the total amount they claimed. In
such cases, arbitrators may have decided to award more than the investor
claimed or actual amounts for attorney fees, interest, and other costs that
investors requested in their claims by name but not by dollar amount. In
about 30 percent3 of the disputes, arbitrators at SROSawarded investors the
total amount claimed or more.
Figure 4.2: Percent of Claim Awarded
by SRO

100

Percent
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80
70

L

60
50

40
A-30
20
10
0
CllJ
Amex

A
CBOE

NASD

NYSE

SRO

Note: The sampling errors for NASD and NYSE are plus or minus 16 percent and plus or minus 9
percent, respectively. There are no sampling errors for Amex and CBOE.
Source: GAO analysis of closed arbitration cases.

The sampling
erroris plusor m inus6.2percent.
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Combined Securities
SRO Results Were
Similar to Those at
AAA and NFA

Fiaure 4.3: Percent of Invertoro
R&elvlng an Award at Securltles
SROs, AAA, and NFA

CameResulta

Figure 4.3 shows that arbitrators decided in favor of the investor in a
combined average of about 69 percent of the cases at the forums
sponsored by the securities industry and in about 66 percent of the cases
at AAA.At NFA,about 66 percent of the investors received an award.4 These
percentages vary somewhat. However, the results of our multivariate
analysis showed no differences caused by the particular forum relating to
(1) the making of an award or (2) the proportion of the claim awarded
when controlling for all the other factors we analyzed.

100
90
60
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

SROS

AAA

NFA

Arbitration forums

Source: GAO analysis of closed arbitration cases.

Figure 4.4 shows that when investors received an award, they were
awarded about 61 percent of their claim at securities SROSand about 57
4Arbitration
is onlyonealternative
thatinvestors
haveto resolvecommodity
futuresdisputes,
because
whilecommodities firmsmayemploypredispute
arbitrationclauses,
theymaynotmakeadherence
to
theclauses
a precondition
of doingbusiness.
If customers
havenotsignedarbitrationclauses
in their
commodities
agreements,
theyalsohavetherightto taketheircasesthroughthecourts.Moreover,
commodities
customers
mayoptto usethereparations
procedures
administered
by CFI’Cregardless
of whethertheyhavesignedpredispute
arbitrationclauses.
In addition, mediation services are
available
fromvariousproviders;
for instance,
NFAoffersmediation
asanadjunctto its arbitration
facilities.
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percent of their claim at AAA.NFA’S investors’ awards averaged about 64
percent of their claims. As previously discussed, our multivariate analysis
indicated that these differences are not caused by the particular forum
when controlling for all other factors we analyzed.
Figure 4.4: Percent of Total Claim
Awarded at Securities SROa, MA, and
NFA

100

Percent

90

60
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
SROS

AAA
Arbltratlon forums

NFA

Note: The sampling error for SROs is plus or minus 13 percent. There are no sampling errors for
AAA and NFA.
Source: GAO analysis of closed arbitration cases.
4

Factors Affecting
Arbitration Results

In addition to determining whether cases decided by arbitration differed
depending on which forum was used, we also looked for differences in
results caused by other factors of the arbitration process, These nine other
factors were (1) the basis for the arbitrator’s decision, either a hearing or a
review of written evidence; (2) claimant class; (3) state of residence; (4)
attorney representation; (5) involvement of options accounts; (6) claim
size; (7) securities or commodities product; (8) filing of a counterclaim;
and (9) processing time.
Our multivariate analysis showed that the only factors increasing the
investors’ chances of receiving an award were whether (1) decisions were
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based on hearings rather than on written submissions and (2)
commodities options were involved in the dispute, Factors increasing the
proportion of the claim awarded were whether (1) there was
representation by an attorney and (2) the claims were under $20,000.
Claims initiated by the broker-dealer also affected whether the claim was
awarded and the proportion of the award. The broker-dealer effect is
discussed later in this section. All other factors had no statistically
significant effect on the results of arbitration.

Factors Affecting Whether
an Award Was Made

Securities investors whose cases were decided after a hearing, whether at
SRo-sponsoredforums or AAA,were 1.4 times more likely to receive an
award than investors whose cases were decided only on a review of
written evidence.6The results for NFA commodities cases were the same.
Unless the investor requests a hearing or the arbitrator calls one, claims of
$10,000 or less are decided by one public arbitrator after a review of
written evidence that both parties submitted. Claims over $10,000 are
usually decided by a panel of three arbitrators after presentation of
evidence at a hearing. Industry-sponsored forums use $10,000 as a cutoff
for deciding which process to use. AAAuses $5,000 as its cutoff, but our
sample had only a few AAAcases with claims under $5,000. For
commodities cases at NFA, $10,000 is the cutoff point for cases to be
decided by one arbitrator; $2,500 is the cutoff for cases to be decided by a
review of written evidence.
Investors with claims involving commodities options were 1.8 times more
likely to receive an award as investors with other types of products
involved in their claim. Other products, including securities options,
stocks, futures, bonds, and government and municipal securities, had no
significant effects on case outcomes.

Fabtors Affecting the
Amount Awarded

Investors were represented by an attorney in 58 percent of the cases at
securities SROS, 93 percent of the AAAcases, and 39 percent of the NFA
cases. Although attorney representation did not affect whether an investor
received an award, it did affect award size when awards were made.
%r multivariate
analysis
allowedusto isolateandquantifytheeffectsof all 10factorson whetheran
awardwasmade.Theresultsreported,
therefore,
areonlyfor theonefactor,controllingfor theeffecta
of all theotherfactors.Forexample,
casesdecidedaftera hearingwere1.4timesmorelikelyto be
decidedin favorof theclaimantthancasesdecidedby writtensubmissions,
regardless
of theforum,
attorneyrepresentation,
thepresence
of anoption,thesiaeof theclaim,thedurationof theprocess,
theinitiatorof theclaim(broker-dealers
or investors),
or anyotherfactortested.
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Investors with representation were 1.6 times as likely to receive an award
in excess of 60 percent of their claim, the average percent awarded, Also,
claims under $20,000 were 3.7 times as likely as larger claims to result in
an award greater than 60 percent of the amount claimed.

When Broker-Dealers
Initiated Cases,
Arbitration Decisions
Favored the
Broker-Dealers

Arbitrators more ofien decided in favor of brokerdealers rather than
investors in cases initiated by broker-dealers. Broker-dealer claims against
investors were 3.3 times as likely to be decided in favor of the
broker-dealer as investor claims against broker-dealers, However, the
substance of broker-dealer claims was usually an unpaid debit balance in
an investor’s account. SROarbitration officials told us these claims are
easier for broker-dealers to prove because the evidence usually includes
written documents. Evidence for investor claims such as unauthorized
trading usually is not written.
About 10 percent of securities SROdisputes resulting in an arbitration
decision and about 13 percent of AAAdisputes resulting in an arbitration
decision involved claims initiated by brokerdealers against investors.
Broker-dealer firms received awards in 90 percent6 of the cases at SROS,
and they received an average of 91 percent’ of their total claim. At AAA,
broker-dealer firms received awards in 81 percent of the cases, and they
were awarded 93 percent of their total claim. Our multivariate analysis
showed that the differences in these results were not caused by the forum
but by other variables.
In addition to initiating claims against investors, broker-dealers can make
counterclaims in response to investors’ claims. Our estimated results for
securities SRO cases showed that broker-dealers made 265 counterclaims.
Broker-dealers received awards in 17 percent! of these cases in which they
filed counterclaims and received 92 percent0 of the total amount named in
the counterclaim. In the AAAcases, brokerdealers made an estimated 30
counterclaims. They received awards in 33 percent of these cases and
were awarded 64 percent of the counterclaim. However, our multivariate
analysis showed that a counterclaim had no relationship to any arbitration
outcome.

me sampling
erroris plusor m inus6.6percent.
The sampling
erroris plusor m inus9 percent.
The sampling
erroris plusor m inus10percent.
The sampling
erroris plusor m inus9 percent.
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In commodities cases at NFA, the broker-dealer equivalent, called a “futures
commission merchant,” filed an initial claim or counterclaim against
investors only 22 times in 481 total decided cases. Arbitrators decided in
favor of the futures commission merchant in half of the cases.

Other Similarities and
Differences Among
Forums and Apes of
Disputes for Cases
Initiated by Investors

In addition to comparing the results of arbitration at the various forums,
we compared types of allegations in securities and commodities disputes.
Also, we compared arbitration forums with regard to the size of claims
made, the duration of the processing, the extent of punitive damage
awards, and the costs to investors.
Investors generally made similar allegations in both securities and
commodities disputes, although the frequency of types of allegations
varied between the two kinds of disputes, and the claim size was larger for
securities disputes. Case processing time from start to finish was about 1
year for securities SROS and AAAand longer for commodities arbitrations at
NFA. Arbitrators rarely awarded punitive damages in deciding securities
disputes. We could not make a comparison to commodities disputes
because NFA has allowed investors to claim punitive damages only since
August 1989.
Finally, from information in files kept by securities SROS and AAA,we could
not determine the total costs of particular arbitration cases, but for those
costs we could identify, AAAwas generally more expensive than SROS.

Allegations in Securities
and Commodities Disputes
Were Similar in Kind but
Different in Frequency

In their arbitration claims, investors in securities typically specified more
than one allegation relating to or arising from the business activities of
their broker-dealers. The three most frequent allegations in securities
claims, as shown in table 4.1, were brokers’ misrepresentation of
investment risks; negligence; and unauthorized trading. The table also
shows that commodities investors made similar allegations, but the
frequency of each type varied from those made in securities cases.
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Table 4.1: Percent of Completed Cases
Involving Each Type of Allegatlon

Percent
Securities Commodltles
cases
case8
35
59
15
32
26
37
7
25
22
16
20
41
18
25
12
29
10
10
20
5

Allegation
Misreoresentation
Negligence
Unauthorized trading
Suitability
Fraud
Breach of fiduciary duty
Failure to obey
Churnina
Breach of contract
Nondisclosure
Source: GAO analysis of closed cases.

Amount of Claims Was
Highest in Disputes at &IA

The amount of investors’ claims against broker-dealers varied among
securities SROS, AAA,and NFA. Table 4.2 shows that securities claims were
higher than commodities claims. In addition, the claims investors filed at
AAAwere higher than those filed at securities SROS.

Table 4.2: Size of Claims by Type of
Forum
Forum
Securities SROs
NFA

Range
Low
High
$25 $24.000,000
1,425
30,000,000
269
1,349,168

Mean
$171,294
310,583
29,357

Median
$23,459
80,000
9,512
a

Note: These amounts do not include punitive damages.
Source: GAO analysis of closed cases.

The Time to Process
Securities Claims Was
About 1 Year at SROsand
”

The time it took investors to resolve securities disputes averaged over 1
year at SROS and slightly less than 1 year at AAA.Disputes decided at NFA
took longer to resolve than disputes at securities SROS. Whether the case
was decided after a review of written evidence or after a hearing affected
case processing time.
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We defined processing time as starting when the forum receives an
investor’s claim and ending when the forum sends the arbitrators’ decision
to the party or the forum receives notice of settlement terms. As indicated
in figure 4.6, the average time to process a decided case at forums
sponsored by the securities industry was 383 days, compared to 378 days
for a settled case. The average processing time for a decided case at AAA
was 349 days, with 334 days for a settled case. A comparison of NFA to
forums sponsored by the securities industry showed that NFA took about 3
months longer to decide a case and about 1 month longer to settle a case.
Figure 4.5: Processing Time by
Decided and Settled caee and-by
Forum

500

Number of Days

475
450
425
400
375
350
325
300
275
250
225
200

SROS
Arbitration forum

n
I

I

AAA

NFA

Decided
Sealed

Note: The sampling errors for SROs’decided and settled cases are plus or minus 47 days and
plus or minus 36 days, respectively. There are no sampling errors for AAA and NFA.
Source: GAO analysis of closed arbitration cases.

At all arbitration forums, claims that were decided by a single arbitrator on
the basis of written evidence generally took less time than cases decided
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after a hearing. The average time to process a case decided on the basis of
written evidence at forums sponsored by the securities industry was 279
days,lOsignificantly shorter than the average time of 449 days” for cases in
which the parties presented evidence at a hearing, usually to a panel of
arbitrators. At AAA,the average processing time for cases decided after a
hearing was 360 days. Of the two M A cases that were decided on the basis
of written evidence, one took 127 days and the other, 325.

Arbitrators Rarely
Awarded Punitive
Damages

A party in an arbitration dispute may claim punitive damages, or
compensation in excess of actual damages that is intended to punish a
wrongdoer. Such claims occurred in 28 percent of the securities cases
decided at SROSand 48 percent of the cases decided at AAA.As previously
indicated, because NFA did not allow punitive damages claims until after
August 1,1989, we were unable to compare punitive damages claimed and
awarded at NFA.
Arbitrators at SROSawarded punitive damages in 12 percent12 of the
decided securities cases in which such damages were requested, and AAA
arbitrators awarded punitive damages in 9 percent of the cases in which
such damages were requested. The median for such awards was 11
percent of the amount claimed at the industry-sponsored forums and 6
percent at AAA.

Total Costs to Investors of
the Arbitration Process
Could Not Be Determined

Arbitration FeesVaried

The securities arbitration case files that we reviewed did not contain
adequate information for determining the total costs of the process for
investors. However, a comparison of the limited information available at
each forum on the costs investors paid for filing fees and for arbitrators
showed that AAAcan be the most expensive forum. We also obtained
limited information about attorney fees and travel costs for investors. W ith
regard to the latter, our analysis indicated that arbitration hearings
generally were held in the same geographical location as the investor’s
residence.
All the arbitration forums require investors to submit a filing fee when they
file an arbitration claim. Forums sponsored by the securities industry
require investors to pay a filing fee ranging from $15 for the smallest claim
to $300 for disputes of more than $5,000,000.In addition, investors at these
lOThe
sampling
erroris plusor m inus66days.
“Thesampling
erroris plusor m inus63days.
‘2Thesampling
erroris plusor m inus6.3percent.
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forums pay a deposit ranging from $15 to $1,500 for the first hearing
session and session fees for each hearing session after the first. AAAfiling
fees range from a minimum of $300 to $14,250 plus on&enth of 1 percent
of claims exceeding $5,000,000and up to $50,000,000.There is no
additional fee for claims over $50,000,000.AAAalso charges investors a $76
fee for each session after the first. NFA filing fees range from $50 to $1,550,
depending on claim size.
Investors may recover all or part of these fees because arbitrators make
the final assessment of the fees against a party. In the cases we reviewed
at the forums sponsored by the securities industry, arbitrators assessed all
forum fees against investors in about 40 percent of the cases and against
broker-dealers in 40 percent of the cases. Arbitrators assessed some part
of the fees to both parties in about 20 percent, AAAarbitrators assessed all
forum fees against investors in 21 percent of the cases and against
broker-dealers in 26 percent. Both parties were assessed some part of the
fees in 53 percent. NFA arbitrators assessed all forum fees against investors
in 86 percent of the cases, futures commission merchants in 9 percent of
the cases, and both in about 5 percent of the cases.
AAA Arbitration
costly

Can Be More

Although SRO and AAAfees vary according to the size of the claim and the
number of sessions, the total arbitration costs for AAAarbitration can be
higher compared to costs for arbitration at the forums sponsored by the
securities industry. Parties to disputes at AAAare required to pay not only
the fees but also arbitrators’ compensation and other costs. At securities
SROS, arbitrators’ compensation and other costs are subsidized by SROS.
As table 4.3 indicates, our analysis of filing fees and session fees that could
be required for various claim amounts and number of hearing sessions
showed that AAAfees would be higher for almost all cases requiring one
session, regardless of claim size. AAAfees were also higher for claims of
$40,000 or more requiring two sessions. Over 60 percent of the cases at
SROS and AAAtook two or fewer sessions. Arbitrating claims at AAAcan also
be more costly to investors because they must pay AAAarbitrators’
expenses, including arbitrators’ compensation, travel, and other expenses.
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Filing and Serrlon Feea
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Claim

1 Sesslon
SROs
AAA

$5,OW

$125

3 Sessions

2 Sessions

SROS

AAA

SROs

A&u

$1,300

$600

$3cQ

15,ooob

500

450

20.000b

500

600

$900
900

$525
675

750

1.300

40,ooo

520

1,050

920

1,125

1,320

1,200

75,000

650

1,500

1,150

1,575

1,650

1,650

150,ooo

950

2,000

1,700

2,075

2,450

2,150

300.000

950

2.500

1.700

2.575

2,450

2.650

1,200,000

1,250

4,750

2,250

4,825

3,250

4,900

6,000,OOO

1,800

15,250

3,300

15,325

4,800

15,400

Note: SROs define a session as 4 or fewer hours of hearings, while AAA considers a session to
include any part of the day, such as from 1 hour to 8 hours.
Wnless the investor requests a hearing, claims at SROs of $10,000 or less and claims at MA of
$5,000 or less are decided on the basis of an arbitrator review of the written submissions of the
parties. The fees shown in the table are those for the reviews of written submissions.
bFor claims between $10,000 and $30,000 at NASD, unless the investor requests a panel of
arbitrators, one arbitrator is used. NASD fees are $400 for one session, $700 for two sessions,
and $1,000 for three sessions. NASD panel fees are the same as those shown for the other SROs.

Information on Attorney Fees
WasLimited

lnvestms’Travel Expenses

Investors requested attorney fees as part of their arbitration claim in about
30 percent of the cases decided at securities S~0s.l~Theinvestorswere
awarded attorney fees in 17 percent14 of these cases. We were unable to
determine whether (1) other awards that did not specify amounts for
attorney fees were meant to include attorney fees or (2) the attorney fees
awarded represented the total costs to the investor for attorney
representation, At MA, investors requested attorney fees in 58 percent of
the cases and were awarded these fees in 9 percent of these cases. At NFA,
25 percent of the cases included a request for attorney fees. Such fees
were awarded in 10 percent of the cases.
In most instances, investors did not travel long distances to attend
hearings. Generally, all forums held hearings in the same geographical
location as the investor’s residence. For example, 422 of 486 securities
cases heard in New York, about 87 percent,16involved investors from New
York, New Jersey, or Connecticut. Over 90 percent of the cases at all
‘“Forthosecasesin whichinvestors
didnotrequestattorneyfees,wecouldnotdetermine
why
investors
didnotmakesucha request.
Itie sampling
erroris plusor m inus6.6percent
‘6Thesampling
erroris plusor m inus6.7percent.
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forums were heard ln the same state or a state adjoining the investor’s
state of residence.
Investors’ travel expenses were also limited because most hearings were
completed ln a single day or in consecutive days. The forums sponsored by
the securities industry completed 66 percent? of the hearings in 1 day and
9 percent in 2 or more consecutive days. The remaining 26 percent of the
hearings were not held on consecutive days. At AAA,42 percent of the
hearings were completed in 1 day and 24 percent in 2 or more consecutive
days. The remaining 34 percent were held on nonconsecutive days. Over
90 percent of the commodities hearings at NFA were completed in 1 day.

Many Disputes Were
ResolvedThrough
Settlement by Parties
Rather Than
Decisions by
Arbitrators

Few Securities and
Commodities
Disputes Are:Litigated

The parties to the disputes settled between one-third and one-half of all
their claims filed for arbitration, thus eliminating the need for an
arbitration decision. Investors and broker-dealer firms resolved disputes
through settlements in about 44 percent of the cases at the securities saos
and 33 percent of the cases at AAA.At NFA, the parties settled 46 percent of
the cases before arbitration was completed.
We identified four factors affecting whether a case was settled by the
parties or decided by arbitrators: (1) attorney representation, (2) options
involvement, (3) claim size, and (4) number of days the case had been in
processing. Claimants represented by an attorney were 1.7 times as likely
as those not represented to settle their disputes, regardless of all other
factors. Those represented by an attorney settled their disputes 62 percent
of the time, and those without attorney representation settled their
disputes 30 percent of the time. Disputes involving options on stocks or
commodities were 1.6 times as likely to be resolved through settlement as
claims that did not involve options. Disputes involving claims of less than
$6,000 were twice as likely to be decided rather than settled as those
involving more than $6,000. In addition, claims that had been in processing
more than 300 days were 1.9 times more likely to be decided than claims
of shorter duration, We were unable to obtain data on settlement amounts
because settlement agreements were generally not made public.
Most of the securities and commodities cases we reviewed that were
litigated at the five federal district courts we selected did not involve
disputes between individual investors and brokerdealers. The few cases
that did were usually settled out of court or dismissed.
We sampling
erroris plusor m inus6.1percent
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The Administrative Off’ce of the U.S. Courts identified 790 securities- and
commodities-related cases at the five federal district courts that were
terminated (settled by the parties before trial, dismissed by the court, or
decided by the court) between January 1,1989, and June 30,lQQO.Of these
cases, we identified 161 that involved disputes between individual
investors and their broker-dealers. Only 23 of these, or 14 percent of the
investor-broker disputes, actually resulted in a court decision.
Seventy-seven cases, or 48 percent, were settled by the parties before a
court decision, and the remaining 61, or 38 percent, were dismissed for
various reasons, including being remanded to arbitration or transferred to
another district.
Of the 23 cases the courts decided, the decision favored the investor in 9,
or 39 percent. Of these nine, six cases received 100 percent of the
compensatory amount claimed, one case received 22 percent, one case
received 20 percent, and one case received 6 percent. We could not
determine total claims because investors often claimed attorney fees,
interest losses, and other costs not quantified in either the claim or the
award. The investors requested punitive damages in 11 of the 23 cases, but
no punitive damages were awarded.
The average time to litigate the 23 cases was 744 days and the median time
694 days. The average time to settle securities cases involving disputes
between individual investors and broker-dealer firms in the five U.S.
district courts was 610 days; the median time was 366 days.
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As might be expected, industry and investor views varied on the need for
specific changes to the securities arbitration system. The broker-dealer
firms we sampled generally supported the current arbitration system and
did not want to change the system to prohibit mandatory predispute
arbitration clauses or institute mandatory nonbinding securities
arbitration. Nearly two-thirds of the firms supported the concept of a
single arbitration agency’requiring arbitrators to state the reasons for their
decisions, which they are not now required to do.
Investor groups, on the other hand, generally thought the system should be
changed to eliminate mandatory arbitration clauses and allow nonbinding
arbitration. They also generally supported a single arbitration agency and a
requirement that arbitrators state the reasons for their decisions. The 14
individual investors we interviewed (after receiving unsolicited
information on their cases directly or through the requesting committees)
generally thought the current system was unfair and should be changed.
Nearly all of the 11 attorneys and arbitrators we interviewed were opposed
to a nonbinding arbitration system, but their opinions were mixed on the
other three issues.

Most Industry
Representatives Said
They Would Not
Support Legislation
Prohibiting

&dispute

Arbitration Clauses,
but Others Would

that responded to our survey on the use of predispute arbitration clauses,
favored mandatory arbitration clauses. Individual investors and investor
groups we interviewed said brokerdealers should be prohibited from
requiring customers to sign agreements that contain such clauses. The
views of arbitrators and attorneys were mixed, with as many favoring as
opposing mandatory arbitration.
Most broker-dealer firms favored current public policy on the use of
arbitration clauses. None of the large or medium broker-dealer fums said
they would support federal legislation that would prohibit arbitration
clauses for customers. Less than 10 percent of the small fums responding
said they would support such legislation for any investor accounts.
Of the 14 investors we interviewed who had used arbitration, 13 said that
broker-dealers should be prohibited from requiring their customers to sign
arbitration clauses. For example, 1 of these 13 investors said that
permitting broker-dealer firms to require customers to sign arbitration
‘Question
24in ourquestionnaire
concerning
firms’viewsontheconceptof a singlearbitrationagency
couldhavebeenmisleading.
A studyof thefeasibilityof a singleforumwasinitiatedby SICAand
endorsed
by SIA.A singleforumwasnot directlyproposed
by SM.
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clauses puts investors at a disadvantage by allowing the broker-dealers to
restrict methods of resolving potential disputes. Of the 14 investors we
interviewed, 10 also said they were unaware that they were signing an
arbitration clause when they opened their account. These account
agreements, which were later completed and dated by the brokers,
contained an arbitration clause.2 Four of the five investor groups we
interviewed said that they believe brokers should be prohibited from
requiring customers to sign agreements with arbitration clauses. Four also
said they thought that most investors were not made aware of the
arbitration clause in their account agreements.
The views of the 11 attorneys and arbitrators we interviewed were about
evenly divided for and against requiring customers to sign arbitration
clauses. However, 10 of the 11 said that they believe customers are not
aware of the arbitration clauses when they sign account agreements.

Industry
Representatives
Generally Did Not
Support Establishing
a Mandatory
Nonbinding
Arbitration System,
but Investors Did

Unlike the current binding arbitration system that is used to resolve
disputes between broker-dealers and investors, a nonbinding arbitration
system would permit the appeal of arbitrators’ decisions. Although
representatives of the securities industry, arbitrators, and attorneys were
generally opposed to establishing a mandatory nonbinding arbitration
system, individual investors and investor groups we interviewed favored
such a system.
All of the large broker-dealers said they would oppose a nonbinding
arbitration system for cash, margin, and options accounts, and eight of
nine, or 89 percent, opposed it for institutional accounts. Most small and
medium firms also opposed such a change for all account types. Some
broker-dealers said that government should not interfere with the
securities industry’s arbitration system. Several brokerdealers described
the current mandatory and binding arbitration system as fairer, quicker,
and much cheaper than litigation. One brokerdealer firm said that
establishing a mandatory nonbinding arbitration system would produce
fewer prehearing settlements, delay final adjudication, and increase costs
to all parties. An industry representative said nonbinding arbitration
destroys the purpose of arbitration by eliminating the finality of arbitration
decisions, thus making arbitration simply another court system.

*InMay1989,SECapproved
newrulesthatwereintended
to increase
disclosure
of predispute
arbitrationclauses
to customers
whenopening
accounts.
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Two broker-dealer fm, however, described the current binding
arbitration system as unfair. One firm said that arbitration is prejudiced
against the customer and employees of a firm. In addition, the firm said
that the securities industry has effectively hidden behind the screen of
binding arbitration to prevent it from having to weed out unscrupulous
brokers who make the firms a great deal of money. The other firm said
that mandatory binding arbitration limits a customer’s course of action for
handling disputes, including litigation.
Of the 11 arbitrators and attorneys we interviewed, 10 were opposed to
establishing a mandatory nonbinding arbitration system. They indicated
that establishing a nonbinding appeals system would defeat the purpose of
arbitration, benefit the broker-dealers who are better able to afford the
cost of continued appeals, and establish another litigation system.
Thirteen of the 14 individual investors and 3 of the 6 investor groups we
interviewed favored a mandatory nonbinding arbitration system. Eight of
the 13 investors told us they generally viewed the current mandatory
binding arbitration system as unfair. Individual investors generally
described the current system as biased, self-serving, and not in the best
interest of the individual investor. One investor said that investors do not
realize how unfair mandatory binding arbitration is until they go through
the process. Another said that if arbitration continues to be mandatory,
then a nonbinding system should be established that allows investors to
appeal a decision.

Most Industry
Representatives and
Investors Supported
the Concept of a
Single Agency to
Administer Securities
Arbitration
Y

Both industry and investor representatives we interviewed generally
favored having a single agency administer the arbitration process.
Arbitrators and attorneys, however, had mixed views on the single-agency
proposal, with as many favoring such reform as opposing it.
Sixty-three percent of brokerdealer firms who responded to our survey
and two industry representatives we talked with said they favored a single
agency to administer the securities industry arbitration system. However,
only three of the seven large firms that responded to this question said
they would support the proposal.
Nine of the 14 individual investors and 4 of the 6 investor groups we
interviewed also favored a proposal to establish a single arbitration
agency. Those supporting the proposal generally favored establishing an
agency independent of the securities industry. Only one individual investor
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was opposed to the proposal, saying that such a system would become
another bureaucracy. Four investors did not have an opinion.
The views of the 11 arbitrators and attorneys we interviewed were divided,
with about as many favoring as opposing the single-agency proposal. Some
of those favoring the proposal said they supported a forum independent of
the securities industry. Others said they supported expanding one of the
current arbitration forums or giving the responsibility to a single agency
familiar with the securities industry. Some of those opposed to the
single-agency proposal said that one agency would be overburdened,
overly uniform and bureaucratic, and restrictive of investors’ options.

Most Industry
Representativesand
Investors Would
Support Federal
Legislation Requiring
Arbitrators to Explain
Their Decisions

Representatives of the securities industry and the investors we talked with
generally supported federal legislation requiring arbitrators to write a brief
statement or complete a checklist explaining the reasons for their
decisions. The views of arbitrators and attorneys, however, were divided.
About 70 percent of all the broker-dealer firms said they would support
federal legislation requiring arbitrators of securities disputes to write a
brief statement explaining the reasons for their decisions, and 66 percent
said they would support requiring arbitrators to complete a checklist
covering the main reasons for their decision. However, for large fums the
result was different. Only two of the nine large broker-dealer firms said
they would support legislation requiring a written explanation, and only
three of the nine large firms said they would support legislation requiring
completion of a checklist. One of the industry representatives also favored
federal legislation requiring a brief statement or completion of a checklist,
saying that such a requirement would be helpful to investors.
Of the 14 investors we interviewed, 12 said they were unaware of the
reasons for the arbitrator’s decision in their cases. They said that the best
way for arbitrators to communicate their decisions would be to provide a
written explanation specifying the reasons for a decision. Eleven of the 14
investors and all 6 investor groups we interviewed said such a requirement
would help parties better accept the arbitrators’ decisions. One investor
said that a written explanation would (1) provide more specifics on why
such a decision was made, (2) provide some background information in
presenting future cases, and (3) provide an investor with the basis for
judging the logic behind an arbitration decision. Eight of the 14 investors
also viewed as helpful a requirement for arbitrators to complete a
checklist, but some said this would not be as helpful as providing investors
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with a written explanation. Only one of the five investor groups viewed
completing a checklist as helpful.
Arbitrator and attorney views were divided on whether to support or
oppose federal legislation requiring arbitrators to write a brief statement
or complete a checklist. Although 7 of the 11 arbitrators and attorneys we
interviewed said they would support federal legislation requiring
arbitrators to write a brief statement, 10 of the 11 said they opposed
federal legislation requiring completion of a checklist. Two did not regard
a checklist as helpful to investors because it could lead to a more costly
and time-consuming arbitration system. An attorney who represented
several clients in arbitration said that such a system would encourage
broker-dealers’ lawyers to find grounds for appeals based on a very fine
interpretation of the arbitrators’ written statements. An arbitrator, who
also opposed this change, said it would defeat the purpose of using
arbitration instead of litigation as a simple approach to resolving disputes.
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Investor confidence in arbitration depends on investors’ perceptions of the
fairness and expertise of those who decide the cases-the arbitrators.
When securities SROS and AAAselect individuals to act as arbitrators, they
rely on background information that prospective arbitrators provide. SROS
and AAAalso use this information to classify arbitrators as “public” or
“industry” and determine which arbitrators would be best suited to resolve
specific disputes. The parties in a dispute also use the background
information in deciding whether to request more information or accept or
challenge arbitrators proposed for their case.
However, AAAand SROS lack internal controls to reasonably ensure that
their arbitrators are qualified to decide securities disputes. Neither verify
the background information it receives and has on file. In addition, neither
SROS nor AAAhas any formal standards related to education or work
experience to qualify an individual to be an arbitrator. Finally, neither SROS
nor AAAhas any formal training programs for arbitrators or any system to
assess arbitrators’ training needs.

SROsand AAA Have
No Internal Controls
to Ensure the
Accuracy of
Background
Information

Although all forums rely on background information provided by
individuals volunteering to serve as arbitrators, SRO and AAAofficials told
us that when they receive the background information (including
employment history, education, and source of income), they do not
routinely verify the accuracy of that information. They also said that they
do not routinely verify information they have on file to ensure that it is
accurate or current. The forums require arbitrators to update the
information when changes in their background occur. The accuracy of the
background information is important because the forums use the
information to ensure the impartiality and expertise of their arbitrators,
and the parties use the information to determine whether to accept
particular arbitrators.
Forum administrators use the background information to select
individuals to serve as public or industry arbitrators. The Uniform Code
requires SRO arbitration panels involving public customers in disputes of
more than $10,000 ($30,000 by regulation at NASD) to have at least three
arbitrators, with public arbitrators in the majority. Generally, one public
arbitrator is required for cases with claims under $10,000 ($30,000 by
regulation at NASD). AAArequires three arbitrators, with at least two
classified as public, for cases with claims over $25,000.
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The Uniform Code defines an industry arbitrator as one who is associated
with a member of an SRO,broker-dealer firm , government securities
broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, or registered investment
adviser. (NASD permits investment advisers to serve as public arbitrators.)
In addition, the code classifies a person who has been associated with
securities within the past 3 years (NYSE and CBOE extended the time to 6
years) or retired from any of these professions as an industry arbitrator.
Attorneys, accountants, and other professionals who have devoted 20
percent or more of their work effort to securities industry clients in the
last 2 years are also classified as industry arbitrators according to the
code. On the other hand, the code classifies a public arbitrator as one not
associated with the securities industry. Further, the spouse or other
member of a household of a person associated with a registered
broker-dealer firm , municipal securities dealer, government securities
brokerdealer, or investment adviser cannot be a public arbitrator. AAA’S
definition of a public arbitrator is similar to the Uniform Code’s,
SROSand AAAalso use the background information to select arbitrators for
a specific case. Officials from SROSand AAAtold us that they select

arbitrators from their list of industry and public arbitrators on the basis of
a number of factors. These include availability, the appearance of a
conflict of interest, and experience in products or issues similar to those in
the dispute. Forum administrators are also to send the background
information submitted by the arbitrators to each of the parties in a dispute
before the arbitration hearing. The parties are to use this information to
decide whether to request more information, accept or challenge the
independence or bias of prospective arbitrators, or request their removal.
Each party is allowed to remove one arbitrator for any reason and to
challenge and remove an unlimited number of arbitrators for cause.
AAA’Sselection process differs from the SROSin that it sends a list of
industry and public arbitrators to the parties involved. The parties can
remove arbitrators from the list and indicate the order of preference for
the remaining arbitrators. If the parties cannot agree on which arbitrators
to use, AAAmakes the selection.
An SEC review of NYSE'Sarbitration department in July 1990 identified some
concerns about the process of selecting arbitrators, including problems
with the background information on arbitrators’ profiles. Two 1991 SEC
inspections-the Pacific Stock Exchange and Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board-also concluded that problems existed with
arbitrators’ disclosure of employment history and the frequency with
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which the information was updated. SEC officials told us that they
encouraged SROSto check individual employment and disciplinary history
with NASD'S Central Registration Depository. This system primarily
contains information on broker-dealer firms and their representatives and
does not include information on other types of arbitrators, such as
accountants or attorneys.

SROsand AAA Have
No Formal Standards
to Qualify Individuals
as Arbitrators

securities SROSused the Uniform Code standards discussed
earlier to classify arbitrators as industry or public, none of the SROShad
formal standards to initially qualify individuals as arbitrators. Instead, SROS
decide informally on a case-by-casebasis whether individuals are
qualified, taking into account the individual’s employment history;
education; any experience as an arbitrator at another forum; and any
references from experienced arbitrators, judges, or business associates.
However, none of the s~os apply formal standards that specify minimum
professional or educational requirements.
Although

Like SROS,
AAAalso determines whether individuals are qualified to become
arbitrators on a csseby-case basis. AAAapplies no formal educational
standards in its selection of arbitrators but generally selects arbitrators
with 6 to 8 years of experience in the securities industry for industry
arbitrators or in the individual field of expertise for public arbitrators,
However, these standards may be waived if AAAexperiences a shortage of
arbitrators.
SROs and AAAcompensate the arbitrators for deciding securities disputes.
SROSpay arbitrators an honorarium of $160 for a single session (4 hours or

less) and $226 for a double session. The chairman of the arbitration panel
receives an additional $60 a day. Arbitrators who decide cases on the basis
of the written evidence without a hearing receive $76 per case. At AAA,the
arbitrators’ compensation is negotiated between AAA,the parties, and the
arbitrators. The arbitrators usually do not receive compensation for their
first day but generally receive between $260 and $760 per day thereafter.
One practice of some SROSthat may have created an appearance of
partiality toward the industry is the relatively frequent use of certain
arbitrators. The NASD and NYSEDirectors of Arbitration said that they have
been criticized for this practice, and NASD is acting to remedy the situation.
The Director of Arbitration at NYSEtold us that senior arbitrators were
frequently used in the past but that the practice has been stopped. One
arbitrator at CBOE decided 47 percent of the cases we reviewed. The CBOE
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Director of Arbitration said that she did not see this as a problem because
this arbitrator was readily available and very efficient. Although the
frequent use of some arbitrators may create an appearance of partiality
toward the industry, our review found no evidence that arbitrators’
decisions favored investors or the industry. We identified 23 arbitrators
that were used 6 or more times in the cases we reviewed at SROS.Fourteen
of these arbitrators decided in favor of investors more frequently than
broker-dealers, and eight decided in favor of broker-dealers more
frequently than investors. One arbitrator’s decisions were evenly divided.
Two arbitrators, one at Amex and the other at CBOE, decided in favor of the
broker-dealer in all five cases they decided. At CBOE, the arbitrator that
decided 47 percent of the decided cases we reviewed decided in favor of
the broker-dealer in 71 percent of these cases. SEC'S 1991 inspection of
CBOE'Sarbitration program also had similar conclusions.
We found during our reviews of case files that AAAdid not use the same
arbitrators as often as SROSdid. Only one arbitrator was used 6 or more
times in the cases we reviewed. AAAofficials told us that they try to select
arbitrators randomly, although they consider whether candidates have
chaired an arbitration panel, the complexity and claim amounts of cases
heard, areas of expertise, compensation requirements, availability, and
how recently candidates have served as arbitrators.

SROsand hIA Have
No Formal Training
Program and No
System for Assessing
Training Needs of
Arbitrators

In 1987, SEC recommended that SROSimplement effective programs to
educate arbitrators on a broad range of substantive law, arbitration law,
and securities law issues that are likely to arise in arbitration. However,
although SROShave taken a number of initiatives to address arbitrators’
needs for information about such issues, neither SROSnor AAAhas
mandatory training programs for arbitrators. SRO and AAAofficials told us
that all arbitrators are given arbitration manuals and the option of making
use of additional materials or training. For instance, CBOE officials told us
that new arbitrators attend an arbitration proceeding and are shown video
tapes relating to arbitration issues. NASD frequently sponsors seminars that
are open to all SROand M A arbitrators.
In addition, SROShave no system for identifying the training needs of
arbitrators. In 1987, SEC recommended that SROSuse written evaluations to
monitor arbitrators’ performance. SROSask the parties in the disputes to
complete a questionnaire evaluating the competence, preparedness, and
fairness of the arbitrators hearing their case. Arbitration department staff
and arbitrators are also requested to complete evaluations. The
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evaluations are designed to help arbitration departments select arbitrators,
develop educational programs, and identify problem areas. SROS and AAA
mainly used these tools to evaluate arbitrator performance and decide
which arbitrators they should continue to use. SROS and AAAcould use the
results of these evaluations to determine the training needs of the
arbitrators.
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Conclusions

We were asked to evaluate the arbitration process because of
congressional concerns about the fairness of a system in which
broker-dealer firms require investors, as a condition of transacting
business with the firms, to resolve securities disputes at
industry-sponsored arbitration forums. To improve the public’s perception
of fairness, SEC has urged broker-dealer firms to allow investors the option
of using AAAas an arbitration forum. In addition, NYSE and AAAhave begun
a pilot program to allow investors to have this option. We believe these SEC
efforts are worthwhile, and we support them.
Our statistical analysis of case results and comparison of results between
arbitration forums showed no evidence of pro-industry bias at
industry-sponsored forums, Investors received awards in more than half
the disputes they initiated, and the awards received in industry-sponsored
forums were not statistically different from awards at AAAor NFA. Although
our review shows that an investor was no more likely to prevail in an
independent forum than in an industry-sponsored one, it does not address
the fairness of the arbitration process in individual cases. Fair arbitration
proceedings are especially important given the financial consequences of
arbitrators’ decisions on investors and broker-dealer firms because, unlike
the judicial process, arbitrators’ decisions are generally not reviewable.
F’urther, arbitrators do not have to explain how they made their decisions.
We could not address the fairness issue directly because to do so would
have required us to make a subjective analysis and judge the merits of the
facts and reasoning in each case.
Regardless of forum, the fairness of any arbitration proceeding depends
largely on the independence and capability of the arbitrators. The primary
ways that industry-sponsored forums can ensure that their arbitration
process is as fair as possible are to select arbitrators with appropriate
backgrounds and experience and ensure that they are appropriately
trained in the arbitration process.
Current policy at industry-sponsored arbitration forums is to obtain
background information about people who agree to be arbitrators, require
arbitrators to update the information when changes in their backgrounds
occur, and in some cases, obtain evaluations from the participants about
their arbitrators’ proficiency. However, the forums had no established
formal standards to initially qualify individuals as arbitrators, did not
verify background information provided by prospective or existing
arbitrators, and had no system to ensure that arbitrators were adequately
trained to perform their functions fairly and appropriately.
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SEC should hold industry-sponsored forums responsible for making their

arbitration process as fair as possible whether or not investors are given a
choice of forums. Enhancing their procedures to select and train
arbitrators can provide industry-sponsored arbitration forums better
assurance that arbitrators are independent and competent.
GAO recommends that the Chairman, SEC, require SROSthat administer

Recommendationsto
SEC

arbitration forums to
9 develop formal standards for selecting arbitrators,
verify information submitted by prospective and existing arbitrators, and
l
establish a system to ensure these arbitrators are adequately trained in the
arbitration process.
l

Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

We obtained informal comments on a draft of this report from the four
securities SROSas well as AAAand NFA and obtained written comments
from SEC. (See app. V.) The securities SROS,AAA, and NFA agreed with our
findings, and the securities SROSand AAAtold us they would study how our
recommendations could be implemented but expressed concern about the
potential costs of any needed changes. SEC, while appearing to generally
agree with the intent of our recommendations, also expressed concerns
that our recommendations “risk increasing significantly the costs of
securities arbitration and reducing the pool of qualified arbitrators without
materially improving the general quality of the arbitrator pool or
increasing assurances of the independence or capability of individual
arbitrators.”
We believe that SEC'Scomments reflect a reading of our recommendations
with the most stringent possible implementation measures in mind and
with a focus on the potential cost of such measures. Such a reading could
be overly prescriptive for achieving our intent. Our intent was to enhance
the level of assurance provided by present procedures that individual
arbitrators, and consequently the pool, are highly qualified and capable.
We recognized that options for achieving this intent range across a
spectrum and that informed choices would need to be made regarding
which options would be most cost-effective in enhancing the present level
of assurance. Similarly, we considered that SEC and SROS,given their
detailed knowledge of the arbitration process, were in the best position to
evaluate the merits of various options. Accordingly, we worded our
recommendations to permit latitude in deciding how best they could be
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implemented, As discussed in the following paragraphs, we believe the
actions suggested by SEC, if effectively implemented, will be generally
responsive to our intent.
W ith respect to our recommendation on developing selection standards,
SEC pointed out that a number of factors are already in place to help
ensure that selections are appropriate. For example, SEC stated that
arbitrators are currently selected on the basis of referrals,
recommendations, membership in civic or professional groups, and
general reputation in the community, in addition to the information
provided in the arbitrators’ applications. SEC was concerned that requiring
formal standards for arbitrators would either homogenize the pool of
arbitrators and thus lose the benefits of a diverse pool or be so loose as to
be meaningless. SEC stated that standards that might require all arbitrators
to have advanced degrees or a minimum number of years experience in
certain professions could foreclose investor choice and exclude
individuals with expertise, such as individual investors or other capable
arbitrators.
Notwithstanding these concerns, SEC said that it would be appropriate for
the SROS to review their arbitrator selection and qualification procedures
to determine whether they can be refined to ensure that they have
independent and capable arbitrators. If SEC takes action to see that the
SROS review and refine their qualification procedures, such action would
conform with the intent of our recommendation.
Regarding our recommendation that SROS verify background information
submitted by arbitrators, SEC was concerned that significant costs would
be incurred if the SROS were to fully check arbitrators’ backgrounds. SEC
was further concerned about the potential for a reduced applicant pool
because of the additional intrusion and increased complexity of the
process. SEC pointed out that assurances already exist that background
information provided by potential arbitrators is accurate. For example,
arbitrators are required to attest to the veracity of their applications when
they sign the forms. Also, for arbitrators with securities industry
backgrounds, the SROS are expected to examine NASD'S Central Registration
Depository for any disciplinary history that might exclude them from the
arbitrator pool. SEC stated further that, without any evidence indicating a
problem in this area, it is reasonable for the SROS to rely on the word of
their arbitrators, particularly when many of them are lawyers and other
licensed professionals who may risk losing their licenses by making false
or misleading statements regarding their backgrounds and experience, and
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others might risk damage to their reputations should untruths be
uncovered. Finally, SEC stated that arbitrators have a responsibility under
their Code of Ethics to provide additional disclosures when they feel it is
appropriate to a specific case, and the parties to an arbitration have the
right to question potential arbitrators and influence the composition of the
panel.
We agree that these factors should provide some assurance that
arbitrators supply correct information about their backgrounds and
experience. Our intent was to provide for additional verification to
enhance the SROS’assurance that arbitrator-supplied information is correct
and current. It seemed to us that such assurance might be worth some
additional cost for two reasons. First, we note that, while the Central
Registration Depository provides a check on background information for
arbitrators from the securities industry, it does not include information on
other types of arbitrators, such as accountants or attorneys, who may be
classified as public arbitrators. Second, SEC itself has reported problems
with information the SROS maintain on their arbitrators and concerns about
arbitrators’ disclosure of employment history and the frequency with
which that information was updated.
We agree with SEC that the additional cost of efforts to verify arbitrator
background information should be considered. We also note that options
for achieving a greater level of assurance might include checking
backgrounds for a random sample of arbitrators rather than for all those
who apply. Such checks would be consistent with the intent of our
recommendations and might provide further assurance that arbitrator
information is accurate without adding significant additional costs.
Moreover, making all prospective and existing arbitrators aware that the
information they provide is subject to verification might be a cost-effective
means to help promote full and accurate disclosure.
F’inally, with respect to our recommendation concerning arbitrator
training, SEC stated that “it would be appropriate to study whether there
are cost-effective means to assess arbitrators’ training needs and provide
better training.” This action is consistent with the intent of our
recommendation, and the SROS told us they plan to begin such a study.
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Comparison of Arbitration and Litigation
Procedures

1. Discovery (determining the
elements of an opponent’s case)

2. Right to appeal

3. Punitive damages

securitielSROS

MA

court

Extensive pretrial discovery
permitted in courts is not
available in SRO arbitration
proceedings. Discovery in
arbitration is more focused than
in litigation. The Uniform Code
encourages the parties to
exchange documents and
Information before the first
hearing session and establishes
procedures to resolve
contested requests for
information. The Uniform Code
also establishes timetables for
the transfer of documents and
provides for prehearing
conferences.
An arbitration award is final and
the parties are bound to it;
however, an award can be
modified or vacated by a court
for limited reasons, including
arbitrators’ partiality or
misconduct, prejudicial conduct
of the hearing, corruption or
fraud in procuring the award,
and manifest disregard of the
law.
The federal appellate courts are
split on whether punitive
damages are available in
arbitration. None of the SROs
prohibit arbitrators from hearing
claims for punitive damages or
awarding them.

AAA prehearing rules provide
that an administrative
conference can be scheduled
to expedite the arbitration
hearings. In large or complex
cases, a preliminary hearing
may be held to specify the
Issues to be resolved, stipulate
the uncontested facts, and
consider any matters that will
expedite the arbitration
proceedings.

Federal and state rules of civil
procedure provide extensive
opportunities to discover the
elements of an opponent’s
case. Discovery is controlled by
the parties rather than the
courts. Attorneys have a
considerable range of
discretion in serving
interrogatories and taking
depositions,

Like SROs awards, MA awards
are also final and binding,
subject to the same limited
review by the courts.

Unlike arbitration, a court
decision can be appealed,
which may prolong the final
resolution of the dispute.

AAA rules neither permit nor
prohibit punitive damage
claims. The rules state “the
arbitrator may grant any remedy
or relief which the arbitrator
deems just and equitable and
within the scope of the
agreement of the parties...”

Punitive damage awards are
not available in causes of action
arising under express liability
provisions of the Federal
Securities Acts. Courts prohibit
such awards in causes of action
implied from the provision.
However, exemplary awards
are available in court when
litigants join pendant state
claims with federal claims
where the underlying state law
so Provides.
(continued)
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Securities SROs
Investors can request attorney
fees. While the general legal
rule Is that each party bears its
own legal expenses, arbitrators
do award legal fees in some
cases if a statutory or
contractual basis exists.

4. Attorney fees

5. Preservation of a record

The Uniform Code requires that
“a verbatim record by
stenographic reporter or tape
recording of all arbitration
hearings shall be kept.” A party
requesting a transcript must
pay for it, unless the arbitrators
direct otherwise.

6. Rules of evidence

Federal Rules of Evidence do
not apply in arbitration
hearings. Arbitrators can
determine the materiality and
relevance of any evidence
presented and can accept
whatever information they deem
necessary to understand and
determine the dispute.

7. AvaIlability and rationale of
arbitration and court awards

SRO arbitration awards are
available to the public. The
awards disclose the names of
the parties (NYSE and Amex will
exclude the names of customer
parties if requested), a short
summary of the dispute and
issues involved, damages
requested and awarded, and
the names of the arbitrators.
(NASD excludes arbitrators’
names on public information
about awards.) The arbitrators
generally do not give reasons
for their decisions.
SRO arbitrators can direct the
appearance of industry
personnel or the production of
documents in control of industry
oersonnel without a subooena.

Y
8. Production of documents and
appearance of persons.

and

Lltigatton

court
Same as SROs. Also see
The right to recover attorney
comments for punitive damages. fees from one’s opponent in
litigation does not exist in
common law. It must be
authorized by statute, a rule of
court, or some agreement of the
parties. In federal court,
attorney fees may be awarded
in various cases under federal
statutes, including the 1933 and
1934 securities acts. No
attorneys’ fees are available in
securities fraud litigation.
A verbatim record of the
Each district court must appoint
proceedings is not required;
one or more court reporters who
are required to record verbatim
however, AAA rules indicate
that parties wanting a record of all open proceedings in cases
unless the parties, with the
the proceedings must make
arrangements directly with a
judge’s approval, agree
stenographer and notify the
otherwise.
other parties of these
arrangements in advance of the
hearings.
Same as SROs.
Federal Rules of Evidence
govern federal court
proceedings. The rules govern
the definition of relevant
evidence; the treatment of
irrelevant evidence as
inadmissible; the exclusion of
relevant evidence on the
grounds of prejudice,
confusion, or waste of time;
privileges; and exceptions to
the hearsay rule.
AM rules are less specific than Court decisions are available to
the public and contain findings
SRO rules regarding the
content of awards. Like SRO
of fact and conclusions of law
awards, AAA awards will
and give substantive reasons
generally not be accompanied
for the decision. However, the
by an opinion. IMA has no
large number of filings in
specific requirement with
litigation does not allow every
court decision to have a written
respect to publicizing awards;
however, it does give a
opinion,
confidentiality pledge to the
parties involved, which makes
the awards unavailable to the
public.

AAA arbitrators may establish,
at a preliminary hearing, the
extent of and schedule for the
production of documents.

A court may order discovery of
documents or subpoena
appearance of persons or
production of documents.
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Appendix II

Other Dispute Resolution Procedures

Mediation-an
Alternative Dispute
Resolution Process

Mediation may offer a quick and inexpensive alternative to arbitration for
’resolving securities disputes. Mediation conferences are voluntary and
comparatively informal meetings where the parties submit their dispute to
a neutral third party who works with them to reach a settlement. Unlike
arbitration, mediation involves neither formal hearings nor binding
decisions. If the parties fail to reach a settlement agreement, they can take
the case to arbitration or litigation. Even when a dispute is not fully
resolved by mediation, the process may streamline arbitration and
litigation by helping the parties settle some of the issues, complete some
of the discovery process, and clarify the issues.
In July 1989, NASDbegan a pilot mediation program in cor@nction with
two nationwide organizations that resolve private disputes: AAAand U.S.
Arbitration and Mediation, Inc. In May 1991, NASDrevised its mediation
program and added Judicate as one of its mediation partners. The goal of
NASD'Spilot mediation program is to provide a mechanism to encourage
member firms and investors to resolve their differences quickly. To
encourage participation, NASDdoes not require investors to pay any
administrative fees. NASDrequires broker-dealers to pay conference fees.
Between June 1 and September 20,1991,230 disputes at NASDwere
selected for mediation, but investors and broker-dealers agreed to
mediation in only 66 of these disputes. Mediation conferences have been
held to resolve 16 of these 65 disputes, and 6 of the 16 cases have been
settled in mediation. In addition to the 230 cases, on September 20,1991,
NMD selected 93 more cases for mediation. According to the NASD
Arbitration Director, broker-dealers may not wish to mediate a claim for
several reasons. First, a broker-dealer may believe that it can settle the
claim in-house and not incur any mediation fees. Second, the firm may
believe that the investor’s claim and the firm’s position are too far apart to
settle in mediation.
AAA,which has had its own securities mediation services since 1933, will
arrange a mediation conference at any stage in an arbitration proceeding.
If parties to pending arbitration agree to mediate through AAA,they are not
required to pay any additional administrative fees. Parties not involved in
pending arbitration must pay an administrative fee based on the amount of
the claim. AAAmediated 30 securities cases in 1989 and 15 cases in 1990.
In June 1991, CFTCapproved the proposed amendments to NFA'Sarbitration
code that incorporated mediation into NFA'Sarbitration program. In August
1991, NFAstarted recommending mediation for most cases. As of February
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1992, NFA officials told us that they had not seen any noticeable increases
in settlements and that NFA plans to evaluate the policy in June 1992.

Reparations-a
Commodities Dispute
Resolution Process

In addition to arbitration and litigation, customers in the commodities
markets can choose to resolve their disputes through CFX’S reparations
process. Depending upon the dollar amount of the claim and the desires of
the parties in a dispute, CFTCoffers three types of reparation proceedings:
voluntary, summary, and formal. In voluntary proceedings, the least
expensive (with filing fees of $26) and most expeditious option, either
party can claim an unlimited amount for damages. In addition, all parties
must agree to use this procedure. Decisions under this proceeding are
final-that is, they cannot be appealed to CFE or a court. Following
discovery and submission of fina written materials, a judgment officer
decides the claim solely on the basis of the documentation the disputing
parties submit. The decision contains only a conclusion for whether
violations have been shown and an award, if warranted, but there are no
findings of fact or reason for the decision.
Summary proceedings, which involve a filing fee of $100, may be used to
resolve disputes involving claims of $10,000 or less. Similar to voluntary
proceedings, discovery in summary proceedings allows the parties to
collect information and documents from one another and submit relevant
evidence to CFTC.Unlike voluntary proceedings, in summary proceedings
the CFE judgment officer may request relevant information and
documents. Limited oral testimony and cross-examination is permitted in a
telephone hearing or, if both parties agree, at a hearing in Washington,
DC. The decision will include a brief written statement explaining the
reasons for the decision, which can be appealed to CFTCand a federal
appellate court.
Parties who do not choose voluntary proceedings and who are involved in
disputes with claims of $10,000 or more may resolve disputes through
formal reparation proceedings. Such proceedings, which require a filing
fee of $200, include more extensive procedures, such as prehearing filings,
in-person hearings at various locations throughout the United States, and
posthearing memoranda. They are decided by a CFE administrative law
judge. The decision contains specific findings of fact explaining the ruling,
which can be appealed to CFTCand a federal appellate court.
From January 1989 to June 1990, CFI%Administrative Law Judges or
Judgment Officers adjudicated 663 reparation cases. According to CFTC,
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260 cases were decided in reparation proceedings; investors received an
award in 141 of those cases (66 percent) and were awarded 66 percent of
the amount claimed. For 208 of the 663 cases (37 percent) the parties
settled during reparation proceedings. The remaining 106 cases were
dismissed for various reasons.
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Loglinear Methodology and Analysis Results

This appendix provides additional technical detail on our analytical
approach on the arbitration data. It contains a general description of
loglinear methodology, describes the variables analyzed and how they
were categorized, presents the loglinear models tested, and reports the
results of our analyses.

Data Analysis
Approach

We used logit analysis, a form of loglinear modeling, to test associations
between various independent variables and three dependent (outcome)
variables. In succession, we tested whether the independent variables
were associated with (1) whether the case was settled or decided by
arbitration; (2) if decided, whether the claimant received an award or not,
and (3) if the case was awarded, whether the individual was awarded a
“high” portion or a “low” portion of the claimed amount. Only decided
cases were used in the second and third analyses because settled cases
could not be classified as either awarded or not awarded, and because
data on awards were often very limited or missing from the settled case
files.
Our study consisted of 1,973 cases for the decided/settled analysis, 1,148
cases for the award analysis, and 700 cases for the award-high/award-low
analysis. Our analytic approach, described in the following sections,
consisted of three steps: preliminary bivariate analyses, grouping
categories of variables, and multivariate analyses.

Preliminary Bivariate
AtlalySiS

On the basis of our survey work, knowledge of the arbitration process, and
available information in case files, we hypothesized that as many as 10
variables may be associated with the outcomes. Table III.1 identifies the 10
variables that were tested in each of the 3 separate analyses. Our analyses
of these three outcomes proceeded as follows.
Given the number of cases that were available for analysis, it was not
practical to test all 10 variables simultaneously. Therefore, we applied
bivariate loglinear techniques to examine the relationship of each
independent variable with each dependent variable. This allowed us to
establish, at least tentatively, which variables were significantly associated
with the different outcomes and should be included in our multivariate
analyses.
While it would be preferrable to test the significance of all factors in a
multivariate context (i.e., by testing the effect of any one variable after
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controlling for the effects of the other one), the size of the sample with
which we were working did not permit this.

Table 111.1:Blvarlate Test8 of Assoclatlon Between 10 Independent Variables and 3 Outcome (Result) Variables
Result variables
Award vs. no award
Settled vs. decided
Award-hlgh
L2
Independent varlabler
df
L2
dt
dt
P
P
Forum
5
40.44
c.001
5
l 16.81
,005
5
Type of decision
1
*11.19
,001
1
Class of arbitration
1
0.25
,615
1
*25.49
COO1
1
‘29.94
<.OOi
Attornev rewsentation
1
I
3.73
1
,053
State of residence
1
3.01
.083
1
2.67
.102
1
Option at issue
2
*8.06
,018
2
*8.31
,016
2
3
Size of claim
3
*38.30
COO1
*lo.15
,017
3
Type of product
1
2063
,105
1
1.19
.275
1
Counterclaim
,062
1
2.86
,091
1
1
3.48
.029
3
2.33
,506
3
Numberofdays
3
l 9.03

vs. award-low
L2
P
5.01
.415
Y3.60
COO1
"60.64
<,OOl
.Oll
*6.43
0.10
,756
1.10
578
l 32.57
COO1
0.92
,337
0.50
.479
0.34
.952

Factor categories
(F) Forum :l=AAA, 2=CBOE, B=NFA, 4=NYSE, B=NASD, 6=Amex
(T) Type of decision :l=Hearing, P=Written submission
(C) Class of arbitration :l=lnvestor claims vs. broker, 2=Broker claims vs. investor
(A) Attorney representation :l =Yes, 2=No
(L) State of residence :l -Same as hearing location, 2=Different from hearing location
(0) Option at issue :l=Security, 2=Commodity, 3=All others
(S) Size of claim :1=<$5,000,2=$5,000-$9,999, 3=$10,000-$19,999,4=$20,000+
(P) Type of product :l=Security, P=Commodity
(M) Counterclaim : 1=Yes, 2=No
(N) Number of days :l=c300,2=300-364,3=365-499,4=500+
l

= Statistically significant at the ,050 level.

df = degrees of freedom
L2 = Maximum likelihood chi-square
p = Probability

Although it was possible that each of the variables would be associated
with the three outcomes we considered, as table III.1 shows, the state of
residence, type of product, and existence of a counterclaim were not
significantly related to any of the outcomes, Therefore, we excluded these
factors from further analysis.
Other variables were significantly associated with some outcomes but not
others. For example, an association existed between attorney
representation and whether the case was decided or settled and whether
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the claimant was awarded more or less than 60 percent of the awarded
claim, but no significant association existed between attorney
representation and whether the claimant received an award or not.

Grouping Categoriesof
Variables

Before undertaking the multivariate analyses, we did preliminary analyses
to determine whether variables with multiple response categories could be
grouped into fewer categories. The intent of the grouping was to reduce
the number of categories into which variables were divided, without losing
significant explanatory power. This would allow us to analyze numerous
variables simultaneously. We would have preferred to discern whether
collapsing was justified in a multivariate context, after controlling for
other factors, but the sample size did not permit this.
Likelihood ratio &i-square statistics were compared before and after
collapsing different categories of variables to determine whether the
collapsing was justified. The variables with multiple response
categories-forum, option at issue, size of claim and number of
days--were grouped for each outcome accordingly. The exception was the
option at issue variable for the award/no award analysis where we did not
group this variable for the analysis. Table III.2 shows the results of those
groupings and the final list of the variables used in the multivariate
analyses.
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Table 111.2:Variables Ueod and Categorler Into Which They Were Grouped
Analvslr
Variable
Decided v8. BettIed
Award vs. no award
Award-high vs. award-low
Forum
Not applicable
(l)M
(1) AAl+
(2) NFA, NYSE, NASD, and
(2) NFA,NYSE,NASD,and Amexa
Amexa
Attorney representation
Not applicable
Options

(1) Securities and commodities
(2) Other than options

(1) Securities
(2) Commodities
(3) Other than options

Not applicable

Size of claim

(1) <$5,000
(2) $5,000 +
(1) <300
I$ p&-@Q
+
Not applicable

(1) 45,ofxl
(2) $5,000 +
Not applicable

(1) <$20,000
(2) $20,000+
Not applicable

Processing length:
Number of days
Type of decision
Class

Multivariate Analysis

(1) Hearing
(1) Hearing
(2) Written submission
(2) Written submission
(1) Investor vs. broker
Not applicable
(1) Investor vs. broker
(2) Broker vs, investor
(2) Broker vs. investor
FBOE is excludedfrom these multivariateanalvsesbecausethere were too few CBOEcases
(only 73) to reliablymeasuredifferencesbetweenCBOEand other forums across all categoriesof
the other independentvariables.

The objective of the multivariate analyses was to determine which
variables, after controlling for the effects of other variables, had
statistically significant relationships with the outcomes. To accomplish
this, we fit a set of logit models that allowed for associations among the
independent variables and varied in terms of their direct or interactive
relationships with the outcome variable. Beginning with a base model that
postulated no association between the independent variables and the
outcome, we built a series of hierarchical models varying only one variable
at a time. We used the maximum likelihood statistics to compare the fit of
various models with one another. For each outcome, we chose as
preferred the model that provided for the simplest description of the
pattern of associations present, so long as it fit the data acceptably and
was not improved upon significantly by other models, which included
additional, or more complex, associations. The expected frequencies
obtained from the preferred model were used to estimate the odds and
odds ratios. Using the odds, we could estimate the likelihood that an
outcome would occur (e.g., that a case would be decided rather than
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settled) given a particular combination of variables (e.g., that it was an
option on security or commodity, over $6,000, and the claimant was
represented by an attorney in AM). Using the odds ratio, we could estimate
the extent to which one outcome was more likely than another (e.g., how
much more likely it was for a case to be decided rather than settled when
it was handled in AAArather than other forums). The odds and odds ratios
obtained were estimates of the net effects after the influence of all the
other variables in the model were controlled. These estimates are subject
to specification error. If significant variables affecting outcomes are
excluded from our models, then our estimates of the variables included
may be biased.

Logit Models Tested
and Results

We carried out three sets of analyses, one for each outcome. In each
analysis, we examined the relative tit of a number of hierarchical logit
models to identify the preferred model and the odds and odds ratios
resulting from that model. The models tested and results obtained follow.

Decided Versus Settled
Cases

Table III.3 shows the likelihood-ratio cl&square values and degrees of
freedom obtained from 20 models that were tested on settled versus
decided case data. In these analyses, we examined whether and how the
factors forum (F), attorney representation (A), size of claim (S), number of
days since claim was filed (N), and option (0) were related to the outcome
(R). The manner in which we specified these variables is shown in table
111.2.
Table III.3 shows that model 18 is the preferred model. It is the only model
that is preferred over model 2, which cannot be improved upon by any of
the other models. Because model 18 is simpler than model 2, and since
model 2 does not improve significantly over it, model 18 was chosen as the
preferred model.
This model states that attorney representation, option, size of claim, and
number of days have a direct relationship whether a case is decided or
settled, W ith respect to number of days, model 18 posits that the outcome
is affected only when comparing claims with processing lengths of less
than 300 days with claims of greater duration. Forum was also found to
have a direct effect, although, for reasons discussed below, we discount
the substantive significance of the statistically significant effect.
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Table 111.3:Decided vs. Settled Cares:
Loglt Models Toated to Examlna
Relatlonrhlpr Wlth Forum, Attorney
Repnaentatlon, Optlonr, Slza of
Claim, and Processing Length

Models tested
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
la8
19
20

[ FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[ FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[ FAOSN]
[ FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[FAOSN]
[ FAOSN]
[FAOSN]

[RI
FRI
[FRI
[FRI
VW
D-1

WI
VW

PRI
[ORI

[AR1

[ORI

WI
[ORI
WI

[FAR]
[FOR]
[FSR]
[FNR]
[AOR]
[ASR]
[ANR]
[OSR]
[ONR]
[SNR]

[FRI
WI
FRI

WI

WI

[SRI
[SRI
WI
[SW
WI
VW

WI
WI
WI
WI
WI

[SRI
[AR1 [SRI V W
WI
[ORI PJRI
[AR1 [ORI W I
FRI
[SRI PJRI
W V [ORI W I
WI
WI
[SW
D-1 W I
[NW
FRI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
[ORI W I W ’RI
WI
VW
[SRI W2Rl
WI
[ORI W I
[NW

df
38
32
34
33
33
33
33
31
31
31
30
31
31
30
31
30
30
33
33
33

L*
157.09
34.48
69.38
56.86
47.72
56.24
90.49
33.45
32.25
33.94
33.06
33.75
33.58
29.84
34.11
33.55
31.48
35.63
51.06
67.68

BPreferred model (p value = ,346)
(R) Result :l= Decided, 2= Settled
(F) Forum :l= AAA, 2= NFA, NYSE, NASD, and Amex
(A) Attorney representation :l= Yes, 2= No
(0) Option at issue :I= Security and commodity, 2= All others
(S) Size of claim :l= ~$5,000, 2= $5,000+
(N) Number of days :l= <300,2= 300-499,3= 500+

To estimate the size of the relationships among these five factors and the
outcome, we used the expected frequencies obtained from model 18 to
compute the odds on claims being decided versus settled, and the ratios of
those odds across different categories of the factors. This information is
presented in table 111.4.
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Table 111.4:Expected Frequenclee:
Settled vs. Decided Cases, Odds and
Odds Ratios From the Preferred Model
Forum

Attorney
Yes

Optlon
Securities/
commodities

Size

Days

c $5,000

c 300
300 +
c 300
300 +
c 300
300 +
<--300
300 +

$5,000 +c $5,000

Other
-

$5,000 -INo

Securities/
commodities

< $5,000

$5,000 +
Other

< $5,000
$5,000 +

--Others

Yes

-

Securities/
commodities

c $5,000
$5,000 +

Other

c $5,000
$5,000 +

NO----

Securities/
commodities

c $5,000
$5,000 +
< $5,000

Other
__
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< 300
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300 +
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c 300
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300 +
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300 +
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2.10
0.00
-. ._-26.41
57.01

22.59
25.99

._. 19.84
_
0.40
0.00
. . . .._- .._._...
...--.-.... 1.65
.
0.62
0.44
0.00
3.80
0.77

._

Total

Odds on
decided

3
0

AA% a
other

No: yes

1.17 2.19

83

$5,000+

0.83
1.58
0.42
0.80
1.22
2.30
0.61
1.16

32
39
30
102

~-

180

----

-_I_ <300
a

.-__
-.

3.18 -__-

2.29 ~---.--_-_--_ 5
-._-.._..-._.2.77.--~- -. - ..-. -..-...---_
1.55
2.45
4
41.40
17.60
59
141.82
113.18
253
9.89
12.11
22
8.79
20.21
29
66.79
41.21
108
161.71
187.29
349
_
- .._ .-. ~~~. ..~~

Days
300+:

1.98

.___.
a
-1.88

1.45

1.60
2
4.00 -.-__-.____-0.00
0
a
~... .--_ .~...._
____--. ____
3.35
5
2.03
. -.~~..-..-.--.
_____-2.38 .--. --3----_
3.83
2.56
3
5.82
0.0
0
a
.-__
____-.11.20
15
2.95
4.23
5
5.49 .--

83
85
._._~_.__
130

Size
< $5,000:

2.33-_~
a

-______
49
83--

63.16- ._...__.___

12.98
19.02
10.40
28.60
17.25
12.75
__-...
- .__...
._-_..--.__---.-.-~---42.74
59.26
51.17
108.83
16.62
66.38
41.02
43.98
_.--_-... -~. - - ._....~~~_--..-_~43.15
86.85

Odds ratios
Option
Other: securities/
commodities

Forum

Expected frequencies
Settled
Decided-0.90
0.00

Besults

1.88

1.74

1.98
a

a

a

-__-1.98
a

1.74
1.74
1.74

a
.__-

1.45

1.74
1.74

a

1.88
a

1.45
--_____
1.45

1.88
-1.98
1.98

1.88

__
1.88

-

-

1.45
I.45
1.45
1.45

-

1.47
2.75
---0.74
_.____
1.39
2.13
3.99 _.---_ -1.07
-----.2.01

1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74

1.98
1.98

___-1.88
__---

1.98
1.98

1.88

.___
1.88
~_.1.88

--1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45

__1.98
1.98

1.88
1.88

aWhereexpected frequencies are 0, odds and odds ratios cannot be meaningfully calculated.
bOdds ratios for forum are notreliable.See page 78.
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Results

Forum: As indicated in table III.4, we did not estimate the size of the
relationship between forum and outcome because 79 (38 percent) of the
” cases we scheduled for review at AAAwere missing. All of these involved
settled cases. Because of the large proportion of missing cases, any
estimate of such an association would be unreliable. Our previous
bivariate analysis showed no significant differences among NFA, NYSE, NASD,
and hex with regard to the decided versus settled outcome.
Attorney representation: Claimants not represented by an attorney were
1.74 times as likely as claimants represented by an attorney to have their
claims decided rather than settled.
Option to buy a security or commodity: Claims that did not involve options
were 1.46 times as likely to be decided rather than settled as claims that
did involve an option to buy either a security or commodity.
Size of claim: Claims involving less that $6,000 were 1.98 times as likely as
claims involving more than $6,000 to be decided by arbitration rather than
settled.
Number of processing days: Longstanding claims, or claims that took 300
days or more to process, were 1.88 times more likely than claims of
shorter duration to be decided than settled.

Decided Cases
Award Versus No Award

Table III.6 shows the likelihood-ratio &i-square values and degrees of
freedom associated with 21 models that were fit to the award versus no
award data. In this analysis, we examined the nature of the associations
between the outcome (R) and forum (F’), type of decision (T), class of
arbitration (C), option (0), and size of claim (S).
In these analyses the forum variable was specified to contrast AAAclaims
with all others, except for CBOE claims, which were deleted from this
analysis because of their small number. While our bivariate analyses
suggested that AAAdid not differ from other forums with respect to this
outcome, we nonetheless retained the forum variable in this analysis to
test whether forum might interact with other variables in affecting
whether claims were awarded. The other variables were grouped into the
categories shown in table 111.2.
Table III.6 indicatesthat model 20 is the preferred model. It is the only
model that is preferred over model 8. Model 8 cannot be improved upon by
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any other model. Since model 20 is a simpler model than model 8, and
model 8 cannot improve upon model 20, it is chosen as the preferred
model.
This model states that whether or not an award was made in decided cases
was a function of type of decision, class of arbitration, and option at issue.
F’urther, option at issue involved only a difference between claims in
which an option to buy a commodity was at issue and all others.
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Tabla 111.5:Award VI. No Award: Loglt Models Tested to Examine Relatlonshlpr Wlth Forum, Type
Arbltratlon, Optlons, and Size of Claim
Models tested
Model
1
lFfCOS1
II31
[TRI [CR1
2
[FrCOS]
WI
3
[FrCOS]
F W [J-RI W I
4
[FrCOS]
FRI
V W [CR1
5
[FICOS]
FRI U-RI
6
[FrCOS]
WI
VW
7
[FTCOS]
VI
[CR1
8
[FrCOS]
[TRI P W
9
[FTCOS] [FTR]
[CR]
[OR]
10
[ FTCOS] [FCR]
[TRI
[ORI
11
[FTCOS] [FOR]
[J-RI V W
VRI [CR1
12
[FTCOS] [FSR]
13
[FTCOS] [TCR]
FRI
WI
14
[FTCOS] [TORI
WI
Ml
WI
WI
15
(FTCOS] [TSR]
WI
VW
16
[FKOS]
[COR]
17
[FTCOS] [CSR]
FW
D-RI
18
[FTCOS] [OSR]
IW
1-W
19
[FTCOS]
i-W
[CR1 [W
2P
[FrCOS]
W V W V P2Rl
21
[FrCOS]
[TRI W V P3Rl

of Declslon, Class of

[ORI

WI

[ORI
[SRI
WI

tSR1

[ORI

WV

WI

WI

[ORI
[SW
PRI
[SRI

[ORI
WI
WI

[ORI
[SRI
[ORI
[CR1

df
31
25
26
27
26
26
26
27
24
24
23
24
24
23
24
23
24
23
28
28
28

L*
71.69
33.88
33.69
41.67
56.90
37.68
33.95
33.97
33.84
33.86
33.41
33.88
33.13
33.55
33.87
30.84
32.64
31.56
40.66
34.89
41.90

*Preferred model (p value E .173)
(R) Result :I= Award, 2= No award
(F) Forum :I= MA, 2:: NFA, NYSE, NASD, and Amex
(T) Type of decision :l= Hearing, 2= Written submission
(C) Class of arbitration :I= Investor claims vs. broker, 25 Broker claims vs. investor
(0) Option at issue :l= Security, 2= Commodity, 3= All others
(S) Size of claim : I= ~$5,000, 2= $5,000+
(N) Number of days : I= <300,2= 300-499,3= 500+

Table III.6 shows the odds and odds ratios of the results of the preferred
model.
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Tablo 111.6:Expected Froquencle8: Award vs. No Award, Odds and Odd8 Ratios From the Preferred Model, Decided Case@
Only
Odds ratlor

TYpr of
decl8lon
Hearing

Clarr of
arbltratlon
Investor claim
Broker claim

Written
submission

Investor claim

Broker claim

Optlon
Other
Commodity
Other
Commodity
Other

Expected
frequencler
No award Award
258.79 398.21
25.49 69.51
14.42 72.58
0.30
2.70
96851 105.49

Commodity
Other
Commodity

10.21
3.28
0.00

19.79
11.72
0.00

Total
657
95
87
3
202
30
14
0

Odds on
award
1.54
2.73
5.03
9.00
1.09
1.94
3.57
a

TYW of
declslon
Class of
arbltratlon
Optlon
Hearing:
Broker: Commodlty:
written
other
submission
lnveotor
1.41
1.41
1.77
1.41
3.27
*
3.27
1.77

1.77
3.27
a

OWhereexpected frequencies are 0, odds and odds ratios cannot be meaningfully calculated.

Results

Type of decision: Claims that involved a hearing were 1.4 times more likely
to receive an award than claims that involved written submissions.
Class of arbitration: Although there were few claims brought by brokers,
when there were such claims, brokers’ claims were 3.27 times more likely
to receive an award than investors’ claims. Most of the brokers’ claims
were for nonpayment of debt.
Option to buy a security or commodity: Claims that involved an option to
buy only a commodity were 1.77 times as likely to be awarded as claims
that involved options on securities or no options, No difference was found
between claims that involved an option to buy a security and claims that
involved no option to buy either a security or commodity.
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Award-High or Award-Low
Awarded and Decided
Cases1

Reault#

Table III.7 shows the 16 models tested in our analysis of high- versus
low-award cases. These snalyses examined associations between the
outcome (R) and type of decision (T), class of arbitration (C), attorney
representation (A), and size of cl&u (S).’
Model 13 improves significantly upon simpler models and cannot be
significantly improved upon by more complex models. Thus it is the
preferred model.
The model indicates size of claim is directly associated with the outcome,
while class of arbitration and attorney representation interact in affecting
the outcome.

Table 111.7:Award-Hlgh vs. Award-Low
Cases: LogIt Modela Tested to
Examlno RelatIonshIpa With Type of
Declslon, Class of Arbltratlon,
Attorney Representation, and Size of
Claim

Models tested
Model
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
138
14
15

[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]
[TCAS]

[RI

[TRI
VW
VW
[W
[TCR]
[TAR]
[TSR]
[CAR]
[CSR]
[ASR]
[CAR]
[CSR]
[CAR]

[CR1 M l
WI
VW
Ml
WI
VW WI
WI
KW
WI
WI
[CR1 W I
[W
[SRI
[W
WI
[W
[CR1
[SRI
WI

[SRI

[SRI
[SRI
[SRI

[ASR]

df
L2
11 114.70
7 14.29
8 41.12
8
17.53
8 80.52
8
16.16
6
12.69
6
12.69
6
14.29
6
8.28
6
12.77
6
10.46
7 10.63
7 14.67
6
9.27

BPreferred model (p value = ,153)
(R) Result :I= Award-high, 2= Award-low
(T) Type of decision :I = Hearing, 2= Written submission
(C) Class of arbitration :l= Investor claims vs. broker, 2= Broker claims vs. investor
(A) Attorney representation :1= Yes, 2= No
(S) Size of claim : I= <$20,000. 2= $20,000 +

‘If theclaimantwasawarded
in excessof 60percentof hi&/her
totalclaim,notincludingpunitiveor
“excessive”
otherclaimsor awards,wedefinedthecaseas“award-high.”
Claimants
awarded
lessthan
thatproportionaredeflnedasuaward-low.”
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Table III.8 shows the odds and odds ratios resulting from this amdysis.
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Table 111.8:Expected Fnqusnclss: Award-Hlgh vs. Award-Low Cases, Odds and Odds Ratlos From the Preferred Model,
Dsclded and Awarded Cases Only
Odds ratios
Class of
Size of
Attorney
Expected
claim
representation arbltratlon
frequencies
Class of
Size of
Yes:
Broker:
Attorney
AwardAwardOdds on <$20,000:
arbltrstlon
rsprssentatlon
claim
no
Investor
low
hlgh
Total award-high
$20,000+
1.78
3.65
1.57
investor claim
<$20,000
28.09
49.91
78
Yes
1.57
$20.000+
180.91
88.09
0.49
269
1.13
3.65
<$20,000
104.32
117.68
222
No
0.31
$20,000+
23.68
7.32
31
11.00
3.65
0.19
6.2
<$20,000
1.25
13.75
15
Broker claim
Yes
3.00
0.19
6.2
$20,000+
9.75
29.25
39
56.58
3.65
50.0
<$20,000
0.33
18.67
19
No
15.42
50.0
$20,000+
0.67
10.33
11

Results

Size of claim: The size of the claim was not statistically associated with
whether the claim was awarded or not, but it was associated with the size
of the award if the claim was awarded. Smaller claims involving less than
$20,000 were 3.66 times more likely than larger claims in excess of $20,000
to result in an award in excess of 60 percent of the total claim.
Attorney representation/class of arbitration: Although attorney
representation had no effect on whether a claim was awarded, it did make
a significant difference in the amount of the award if granted. Investors
represented by attorneys were 1.67 times as likely as investors not
represented by attorneys to receive more than 60 percent of their claims.
At the same time, brokers represented by attorneys were less likely than
unrepresented brokers to receive a high award by a factor of 0.19. An
alternative explanation is that brokers not represented by an attorney
were 6.14 times more likely to receive a high award than brokers
represented by an attorney.
Broker claims against investors were more likely than investor claims
against brokers to receive more than 60 percent of their claims especially
when claims involving no attorney representation were considered.
Among claims in which the claimant was represented by an attorney,
broker claims were 6.2 times as likely as investor claims to receive a high
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award. Among claims in which the claimant was not represented by an
attorney, broker claims against the investor were 60 times as likely as
investor claims to result in brokers receiving more than 60 percent of the
total claim.
One possible explanation for these effects is that brokers rarely bring
claims; but when they do, it is because the investors have not paid their
bills. Also, SRO arbitration officials told us that these claims are easier for
broker-dealers to prove because the evidence usually includes written
documents, while investor claims are not so clear-cut.
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Survey of the Securities Industry’s Use of
.
Predispute Arbitration Clauses
United States General Accountin

OMce

Survey of the Securities Industry’s
Use of Predispute Arbitration Clauses
W-3)
cARDl(4)

Introduction

A. Background

The U.S. General Acwunting office (GAO), an agency of
Congress, is reviewing the use of prcdispult arbitration clauses
in the mcutities industry. Congress hat rqucstcd thaw GAO
aswrtah wutitles indusoy ptwticca. trends, and views with
respect to predicpute arbitration clauses.

1. Does your fii currently do gf& business with retail
customers? (Check one.)
1. [

] Yes (Conriaue to Question 2.)

2. [

I No (See MIC.)

Please answer the qucstionneire based on the current status of
your firm. When answering, please consider your entire
operation. including all branches. ‘lhe questionnsim should be
answered by the perstm most knowlulgeable about the use of
predispute arbitration clauses in customer agrcoments.
The questions can be easily answered by checking boxes or
tilling in blanks. The questionnaire should take about 20
minutes to complete, depending upon the availability of your
records. Space has been provided at the end of the
qucstionnaim fcr any additional comments you may want to
mske. If you have any questions, please call Monty Kincaid
or Die Monis at (202) 272-3003.
Yotlr responas will be treated confidentiatly and will not be
used in any way that will identify you or your organization.
The questionnaire is numbsred only to aid us in our follow-up
efforts. Please nmrn the complct#l questionnaire in the
enclosed pre-addressed, pm-paid envelope within 10 days of
receipt. In the event the envdopc is misplaced, our mtum
address is:

Thank you for your help.
*

*

.

return

Nore: If your firm does & business wifh retail
cunamers. please stop here and
rhe
quesdonnaire in rhe enclosed envelope. Thank

2. As of December 1, 1590. about how many registered
rcpnscntatives (RR@ of your fum in each of the following
categories wcrc actively engaged in trading with
customess? (Enter your best esrimafe. If none,enter“‘0.“)
Estimate
1. RetsilonJyRRs
2. Institutional only RR.5
3. RRsthatam~ntailand
instinnlwal

U.S. Gcncml Accounting Office
Mr. Mmy Rincaid
441 G Suect. N.W., Room 3660
Washington, D.C. 20548

.

(3)

*

3. About how many retail and institutional customer accounts
does your fum have (i.e.. number of customer accounts
that had a position, balance, or activity in the month of
November. 1990)? fPlease consider your etuire operation,
including all branches. Do nor include correspondent
accounts that may have been opened by Mother compmy
and cleared by your/it-m. Enrer your hen m
or
check ‘don’t kmw.” If IWN. enter “‘0.“)
Numtcr of
accounts
(estimate)
1. Retail customer nxounts

Don’t
)now
[

I

r

2. Institutional customer
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4. About how many of your fitm’s retail ~CCOUIUSQQ
~tlEQVOVspprovuflOmnlreU&S~?
(Please consider your entire operation, including all
brancks. PO nor i&&
correspondent accows that may
have been opened by anotkr company aad cleared by your
fvm. Enrer par kst estimate or ckck “don’t know.” if
Mm?. eIucr “0.“)
w-359
Relail rcounls approved
to trade on margin
(estimated numbet)
[

I

I B.

Don’1 know (W

5. About how many of your rum’s retail accounts &
Question 3.1~~~ approved w m?
(Please
consider your eatire operation, including all branches.
po no1 in c&& correspande~ accounts that may have been
opened by anorkr company and cleared by your firm.
Enrer your hen estimate or ckck “don’t know.” If none,
emer “0.“)
(4147)
Retail acwunIs approved
lo wade options
(estimated number)

6. About how many of your fum’s retail accounts &
Question 3.1) ttrc approved to &ndc o a cash basis only?
ft’hase

conrider

your eNire

OpWIiO~,

inChding

all

brancks. PO aor in&&
correspondeN accounts rhar may
have ken opened by anolkr company and cleared by your
firm. ENU your best estimare or ckck “‘don’1 know.” If
nane. cnler “0.“)
(49-55)
Retail llccounts approved
tottadeonacashbnsisady
(estimated number)
[

]

Past Policy/pm&es

9. As of December 1. w
were m of your fm’s &&Q
mail or institutional customer accounts covered by a
pmdisputc nrbitrndon a~ment?
(Check one.)
on
1. [

1 Yes (Continue w Question 10.)

2. [

1 No (Skip roQuestion13.j

1t3. As of December 1, &$Q did yw canpatty policy
&
customers who bad already opened accounts
m
predispuu. nrbittation clauses to &
prcdisputc
arbitration clauses?
(Wkn -wing,
pkase consider all accounts opened
pn or before December I, 1987. If yout cotqoany policy
has always required predispare arbitration claurcs. ckck
ik “yes” column. Check one box in each row.)

Rcmtirement for Clauses?

1. [

] Yes. my company was sclf-clcaring

2. [

I No.uscd anothcrfum toclcartmdcs

., .I ..I

1 7;;

1987:
EXISTING ACCOUNTS

/

;

1 ‘Ft

/

1.

Retail:
Plain cash accotmts

2.

Reti
IRA cash accounts

(61)

3.

Retail:
.401K cash accounts

(6%

4.

Retail:
Other cash accounts
(Spccjfy.)

Don’t know ts6)

7. As of December 1,1990, did your company clear trades
for your own customer2 (i.e.. self-clearing), ot did your
company use.anodtcr fii to cleat touks? (Cheek enc.)

Use of

ER

5.

Retail margin wxxmts

6.

Rcuil outions accounts

I

I

I

I

II
it-l

I

I

II

I

(63)
(64

I 63)

c57l

8. As of December 1.1990. did yout capany clear any
tnxkr far customers who placed orders wim other tirnq?
(Ckck one.)
(58)
1. I

1 Yes, clcand nudes for customers who adcmd
with otha fms

2. [

] No, did not cleat such u&s
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2

OnDecembcxl,~didyMnf~inchdethe
Amaican Arbitration Asuciation (AAA) as one of the
abiuati
forum chokes far thefollowing type-9of new
CX&titl~S4CJXWS?

(Ckck one box in each row.)
(Ckck one box in each row. If your firm had no
axowts in a category, or y .your jbn did not use
predbpuc arbiuatkn
&uses, check “Does 1101upply.“‘)
1 1987: AAAaChoice?

I
NFLWOREXISTING
ACCOUNTS
1.

Retail:
Phin wh

acatunta

I

1.

I

ReIaw
Flahl&shlLxamts

I
Yes
(1)

I

1

U-lnot
No

apply
(3)

(2)
I

II

I

II

I

u:

(69)
nn
i
4.

Retail:
ocher cash aaxamts
fSPNv.)

I

I

II
i-W
A

Reti
6.

n

maqin awxnu

03)

Relail opians wxunts
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c.

ReactIt Poucy/Prlctka

13. AlofDsounbc;rl.~wa8ylydyoIufirm’s~
rotailorinstitutionalcwtcineraczcaunuCoMlodby~
pdiapute 8rbiuaUm qmrunmt? (Check OM.)

Requiranm

(Cluck one box in each row.)
WI

1. [

] YUlCONinul

Lo Quesdonl4.)

2. [

I No (SkfpIO Qrsdan 22.)

No
accotmt

N E z&JNTs
W
Wkn

1.

Rew
Plain cash rcolmU

2.

RNaik
lRAcsehflccmnts

3.

Retail:
401K cash sccounts

4.

Retail:
othacashawolmt!i
fGMY.L.)

annverin~. pkate consider accowts opened

~Dece&rl.1990.

Ifyourcompuypdicy

has always reqnired pred&ue arbiwation ckwses. check
fk “yes” column. Ckck one box in each row.)

Rmuhnmtfor

Clauses?

No
-1

1990:
EXISTING ACCOUNTS
1.

Yes
(1)

No
(2)

Reuil:
Plain ash raxmu

2.

Rcuil:
IRAcasllaccolme

3.

Reti
4OlK ash

4.

RcW
othcashaccaunt3
ISpccbw

8.

hutimtimalacwunts
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16.

Retail op&tu wcounts

7.
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8.
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16. Duriog 1990, how often, U at all, did yout fim, waive ptedirpute arbitration clauaea fa cuatomas openino~follouring
&es not require cklws. or ha no accounu in a
typea of a
accom~ul (Check one box in each row. If pwJnn
catepry. check cohv~ 8.)

5.

Reti

maren

PCCOWUS

6.

Rcti

options

pccOUIllS

7.

8.

other mail
accolJnu (e.g.,
cottespndent
accounts) (SpecifyJ
Instimtional
PccOlUlIS

lf your &WI never waived arbimdon clauses for cwtomcrs opening
E accounts during1990. dip to Question 18. othcnvise, continue to
Qutstion 17.

17. Which of ti following chatacteri~Iics. if any, made a diffarnce io
whether CIJSLO~QSopening a
account WQC gm~~ledam
of
arbiuation clauses (in?
(Read entire list before onwering.
Cheek all fhaf crpply.)
1. [

]

Account’s inve.~tmcnl objective

2. [

]

Expecud

3. [

] Rcgiaeted reprtsenlative who handles (he accoum

(ra)

4. [

] Type of llccount

(41)

5. [

] otha fSpeCiJy.)

(4z)

accotml

revcnucs
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accost tom
18. During 1990. how often, if at all. did your fm allow cmom~s opening the following types ofm
&es not require clauses, or has no (Icuutnts in a category,
rrbitmion clauses? (Check ON box in each row. upurfirm
ckck column 8.)

I

Ncmtiabn
Always
WKm
(1)

1990:
N E W AccouNTs

Almost
always
(Eli?)

of Cleusesl

Most of
lhe lime
(61-8096)

About hxlf
lhe rime
(41-60%)

Some of
lhelime
(21-+0%)

(3)

(4)

(5)

I
Almost
never
(l-20%)

(6)

DWS

Neva
Km

not
WY

0)

(8)

1.

Roull:
Plain cash kmum

(4,

2.

Reti
lRAcashacwunls

W

3. Reuil:

(4%

4OlK cash rcounts

4.

Remil:Othcxcash
accounls ~SpeCyy.)

w

5. Retail margin

M

accounls

6. Retailopcims
BCCOMIS

(41)

7. othanlau
xccolmts(e.g..

id,

correspondent
accounts) (Specify.)
8.

Institutional
mxounu

WI
II

I/ your firm wmrr &wed curtomws opening m accounts dtuing
1990w m
arbitration ckauses,
skipto Question
21. Othenviae,
continuew Question 19.

19. Which of Ihc following characteristics, if any, made a diffamce in
whelhw ixstcincrs opening m acumnts WQC allowed tom
arbitration clauses (in?
(Read entire list before answering.
Ckck all that apply.)
1. [

I Account’s invcsment objective

61)

2.

[

I Expmcd account mvenucs

m

3.

[

I Regiswcd representative who hmdles Le accnunt

0s)

4.

1

I Typeof ~cwunt

M)

1 OIha (S&fyJ

cm

5. I
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1. [

Use of

] Meximmn doUeramountofclaimtl~could
be erbiaated

WI

2. [

] Typeofarbitmtiarfonun

0

3. [

] Typeofclaimthatcaddbearbitnued

CO

4. [

1 orha aJd%,nn

21. On Lkcember 1.m

did your fir include the
Amaican Arbitration Association (AAA) as one of the
arbittation forum choices for the following types of new
or cxisling acwunu?

(Ckck ON box in each row. Ifyourfirm had no
accounts in a category. or if your firm did not us.5
predicpurc arbination clauses. ckck “Does nor apply.“)

(60

olha cash accounls

(63)

Reuil margin accounts

(60

6.

Retail opions recounts

WI

7.

olhamallsccounu
(e.g.. -pondal!

5.

accounts) (Specifu.)

8.

Insljtutionalscoum
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D.

Future

Plans

22. AI any point in the next few years, &es your fum plan b &&g
customers who have already opened accounts &J&&
pmdispuu. arbitration clauses IO a
prcdisputc erbiuation clauses? (Check one boz in each row. lf clams arc already
required, ckck coluwtn 1.)

I

No
account
of this
type
(7)

FUTURE PLANS:
EMSTlNG
ACCOUNTS
1.

Retail:
’
Plain c-ashaccounts

2.

Retail:
lRAcashacmunts

3.

Retail:
401K cash acwunts

4.

Relail:
Olha cash accounts
ISPMfY.)

5.

Rcmil margin mount

6.

Retailootions

7.

0th~~ retail acaunm
(e.g.. carrwpondenr
awowus) (Specify.)

(68)

accowxs

I

1 8.

Existinn Acwunu: Plans for Clauses?

I

lnstilutional ~cwum

1
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23. A~~y~t&tb,oalfowysrr,dDslyOQBnnplnto~C~~opsninOIhsfO~~gtypaof~rmunuro
sign ptdspuw

arbimtim

cIauws7 (Ckck ON box b each row. fl clmw

are OLcody rquircd,

ckck column I.)

New Accounu: Plans for C%UCS?

F?&bl y
FlnmEPI.ANs:
N E W ACCOUNT3

yes
(3)

RObbly

uncatabl
(4)

1. Reuik
Plainash scmnu
2.
3.

Dcftitcly

No
account
of this

(3)

Rcuil:
IRAcashacxxnlnls
Relau:
4OlK cash rcowlta

4.

Retail:
orJlacuhacculnIs
mdfY.)

5.

Reuil mugin ECOIUIU

6.

Reti optionsaamum
Otha mail mums
(e.g.. ComJpondent
wwunu) (Spedif).)

8.

Inslitutional-u

l
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Views

E.

on the

Arbitration

System

24. The Securitie.s lndusuy Association (SIA) has proposed establishing a single agency to adminisler the securities arbiwi
system. Do you suppm or oppose this SIA proposal? (Check one.)
03)
1. [

1 Sfxongly supporl

2. [

I Generally sumn

3. [

I Ncilhasupponnoroppose

4. I

I Generally oppose

5. I 1 Strongly oppose
-.--em-__.__._._6. [ I No basis to judge

25. Would you suppon or oppose. federal legislation that would prohibit brokers frcnn requiring customers to sign arbitration
clause for the following types of accounts? (C&k one bx in each row.)

lg Customers to Sign Cla

support

support

ACCOUNT TYF’E

oppo=

(2)

(1)

(3)

3.

Retail:
401K cash accounts

4.

Retail:
Other cash accoums
@wfy.L.)

5.

Retail margin account

(10

6.

Retail options accounts

09)

7.

Other retail BcwunLI:
(e.g.. correspondent
mm@
fSprc(fy.J

8.

Institutional accounts

I
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of

26. Would you a~ppo~~or oppose mandaIay non-binding arbilradon (Le.. rrbioaton’ decision Can be appealed) fa the following
typa of vcounul
(Check ON box fn each row.)
Views on Man-

ACCOUNT TYPE

,
1.

Retail:
Plain uJh awounu

2.

RClail:
LRA cash accoums

3.

Rerail:
401K cash accounts

4.

Retail:
Otha cash accounts
(SPMYJ

5.

Relail margin scwuntl

6.

Retail options accoums

Neithu
VPat
na

Genmdly

S@wdY
I

Non-binding Arbiwrion

t

Gcnually
I

Strongly
I

I

4

other relail BCwUnls
(e.g.. correspondent
accounu) (Specify.)
8.

1nstimcional accounts

27. Would you suppon or oppose federal kgishti~
requiring
arhioauxs of securities dispurcs to wiu a brief statement
explaining the reasons for their decision? (Check one.)

] Strongly support

] Generally suppon

1. [

I Generally suppn

3. [

] Neilher support nor oppose

3. [

] Neitha support nor oppose

4. [

1 Generally oppose

4. [

I Gena-dly oppose

I Strongly support

2. I

go)

5. I I SDongly oppose
_e_____m-.-_--mm6. [ 1 Nob&to
judge
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28. Would you support or oppose federal legislation squiring
arbitratcxs of sacurities dispulas to complete a checklist of
tie main reasons for their decision? (Check one.)
1. [

1. [

01)

01)

5. [ 1 Swngly om=
.~~~.~-*-~~~----6. [

] Nobasistojudge

GALYGGD-92.74 Securities Arbitration

Survey of the SecurItier Industry’s Use of
Predhpute Arbitration Clauuer

F. General Information

G. Comments
.
35. If you have any comments on thii sway, or on ql
W C should have asked but did not, please U)W the&.~
the space provided on this page. Also, if you have any
comments nn the use of prulisputc arbitmtion clauses or
comments on arbination. use the space provided. If
accwwy, you may attach addirional sheets.
w

Plate provide Ihefollowing ii+orm&on in castwe
need lo conuzc~you for cl~carion

29. Name

regarding this

of yourfm:

30. Yollrname:

31. Your title:

32. Your phone numkr.

(

33. How long have you waked in the swuitics indumy?
$o;nd to rk ntamf ytar. If less than 6 mm/u, truer
II
YCara

OS-)

34. A m you currently, or have you ever ban. on any selfregulatory organization (SRO) arbiuation roster? (Check
one.)
1. [

] Yes

2. [

]

Do

No

Thankyou for your klp!

yaw qutstionnahin

OmIElllroo
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Comments From the Securities and
Exchange Commission
Note: GAO comments
supplementing those in the
report text appdr at the
end of this appendix.

UNITED

SECURITIES

AND

STATES

EXCHANGE

WASHINGTON.

DC.

COMMISSION
20549

March 12, 1992
Richard L. Fogel
Assistant
Comptroller
General
United States
General Accounting Office
20548
Washington, D.C.
Re:

Draftt
Uvestors

entitled
Fare"

. .
l*Secur*tles

Arbitr

ation:

Row

Dear Mr. Fogel:
The Division
of Market Regulation
appreciates
the
opportunity
to review and comment upon.the General Accounting
Office's
draft report entitled
Securities
Arbitration:
How
The Division
shares the concerns of the Chairmen
Invastorsof the House Committee on Energy and Commerce and its
Subcommittee on Telecommunications
and Finance that led them to
The Division
is committed to the
request this study and report.
promotion of fair,
efficient
and affordable
arbitration
forums
for the resolution
of disputes between investor8
and their
broker-dealers.
See p. 60.

The draft report indicates
that the GAO found no indication
of a pro-industry
bias in decisions
at arbitration
forums
administered
by the self-regulatory
organizations
(sSROsO')
with
regulated
by the SEC. The draft report also is consistent
SEC staff
findings
since 1987 that ultimately
the succes8 and
acceptance of SRO-administered arbitration
depend largely
on the
independence and capability
of the arbitrators
selected to decide
individual
cases.
For
this reason, the staff concurs with the
study's attention
to the issue of arbitrator
qualification,
and
the need for careful
SRO attention
to this area.

seep. 61.

The draft report,
however, also makes three arbitratorrelated recommendations that do not take into account the steps
already taken by the SROe to develop effective
arbitrator
pools.
These recommendations risk increasing
significantly
the coats of
securities
arbitration
and reducing the pool of qualified
arbitrators
without materially
improving the general quality
of
the arbitrator
pool or increasing
assurances of the independence
or capability
of individual
arbitrators.
The draft report
recommends that the Commission require the SROs: (1) to develop
formal standards for selecting
arbitrators;
(2) verify
information
submitted by prospective
and existing
arbitrators;
and (3) establish
a system to ensure these arbitrators
are
trained
adequately in the arbitration
process.
The
recommendations are made, we understand,
without the study having
Y
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uncovered a single instance where an arbitrator
had
misrepresented
qualifications
to serve as an arbitrator,
would urge the GAO to reconsider
them.

and I

See pp. 61-63.

Arbitrators
are
not selected,
as stated in the draft report,
based solely on the information
they provide in their
applications,
but are instead selected based upon referrals
or
recommendations and general reputation
in the community as well
as upon the profile
information
that they supply.
Moreover, SRO
arbitration
forums already conduct background checks on their
arbitrators.
A requirement that SROs engage in further
review of
the backgrounds of arbitrators
is unwarranted,
especially
where
there has been no evidence of abuse. Further steps to verify
this data would produce coats that would have to be borne either
by the parties or the SROs, which have other public obligations
and priorities
to fulfill
in the regulation
of the nation's
securities
markets.

See pp. 61-63.

In addition,
basic training
for arbitrators
on the
arbitration
process already is provided through the Arbitrators
Conferenc:
&Q&J+, which was produced by the Securities
Industry
on Arbitration
in conjunction
with its reform to the securities
arbitration
rules.
We also believe,
however, that it would be
appropriate
to study whether there are cost-effective
means to
asses8 arbitrators'
training
needs and provide better training
for arbitrators.

See pp. 106-109.

The draft report also includes a number of statements or
references that are either inexact or require,
in our view,
further
comment. We have addressed these together with further
discussion of the draft report's
recommendations either in
Attachment,
which is entitled
"Technical Comments by the
Division
of Market Regulation"
or in a second attachment,
which
consists of a series of pages from the draft report marked to
show where edits,
in the staff's
view, should be made.
Thank you again for this opportunity
to assist the GAO as it.
prepares its final draft of this report.
I respectfully
request
that this letter,
including
wchment
A, be appended to the
final report delivered
to congress.
Sincerely

yours,

F!bwh+William
Director
Note: Attachment B is not
reprinted because SEC
requested that only its
letter and attachment A be
reprinted.

Attachments:
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ATTACHMENT
A
of M&z&& ReaU&&XA
. ROWAJ&&L@Xs Fare
The draft
report
mies
m
includes a number of statements,
references,
or recommendations
that are either
inexact or require
further
comment, which are
addressed below.
See PP. 61-63.

-1.
trator
Selection
Criteria
oter 6 .
The draft
the
report
criticizes
self-regulatory
organization
("SRO")
arbitration
forums for not having formal standards related
to
education or work experience to qualify
an individual
to be an
arbitrator.
The commission staff has focussed close attention
on the issue
of arbitrator
qualification,
particularly
since 1905 when the
Supreme Court#a decision in Dean witter Revnolds Inc. v. Bvrd, 470
greater
use of arbitration
for the
U.S. 213 (1985), signalled
resolution
of securities
disputes.
The staff at that time began
an intensive
review that resulted in the Commission's 1987 letters
that resulted
in significant
reform of the securities
arbitration
Those letters
included six recommendations directed
procedures.
at arbitrator
qualifications.
These related to:
(1) appropriate
distinctions
between industry-affiliated
and **publicql arbitrators;
disciplinary
history
of
of
arbitrators;
(2)
(3) training
arbitrators;
arbitrator
evaluations;
arbitrator
(4)
(5)
disclosures;
and (6) challenges for cause.
These recommendations
were the product of long study, and recognized
the benefits
to
having arbitration
pools composed of persons with various types of
experiences and outlooks.
A./
The draft
report's
recommendation appears to stem in some
measure from a misunderstanding
of how arbitrators
currently
are
selected in SRO arbitration,
both for the arbitrator
pools, and in
the individual
cases. The draft report states that ql[i]ndividuals
to serve
as arbitrators
are selected
based on background
information
they provide
to arbitration
forums."
2/
This
characterization
of the selection
process does not take into
account the balance of considerations
involved
in arbitrator
Arbitrators
generally
are known in their communities
selection.
and are most often recommended to the arbitration
forums either by
we do not discuss in any detail
the changes to arbitration
A/
rules and procedures that were produced by these recommendations
except to the extent where further
improvement is necessary, or as
otherwise
appropriate
in the discussion.
These changes have
already
been discussed
in Commission releases.
See, a*
Securities
Exchange Act Release No. 26805 (May 10, 1989), 54 FR
21144 (May 16, 1989).

Now on pp. 4 and 55.

21

Draft
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arbitrators
already known to the forum adminietrators,
or by other
Arbitrators
also are
persons known to the forum administrators.
such as bar
solicited
from civic
and professional
groups,
associationa.
a/

See pp. 61-63.

We are concerned that if the 63308 were to develop standards
"to initially
qualify@' arbitrators,
those standards would either
homogenize the pool to such a degree as to lose the benefits
of a
diverse
pool,
or would be so loose
as to be meaningless.
Requirements
for credentials
such as the American Arbitration
Aseociation
("AAA") requirement
of eight years of professional
experience
could serve to maek the need to evaluate closely
the
Moreover,
particular
qualifications
of individual
arbitrators.
restrictive
initial
qualification
standards
that
require
all
arbitrators
to have advanced degrees or a minimum number of years
in certain
professions
could foreclose
investor
choice in panel
finances and
composition,
and exclude individuals
who manage family
have developed
expertise
as individual
investors,
or other
persons
arbitrators.
categories
of
who may be capable
Nevertheless,
the staff
strongly
agrees with the draft
report's
emphasis on the need for independent and capable arbitrators.
We
believe
it would be appropriate
for the SROs to review their
arbitrator
selection
and qualification
procedures
to determine
whether they can be refined
toward that end.
-on of ation
wrovided bv Arbitrators
-t:;
6The draft report also states that the SRO arbitration
forums do not verify
the arbitrator
background information
they
receive and maintain on file.
The current
system includes
steps to assure the veracity
of
information
provided
by prospective
arbitrators.
The existing
procedures appear in our view to be reasoned and cost-effective
as
long as they are properly
implemented.
In particular,
all
arbitrators,
industry-affiliated
and public,
are asked to sign, and
affirm the veracity
of, their arbitrator
application
profiles.
We
are not aware of any instances
where arbitratora
were discovered
to have fabricated
educational
or professional
histories,
or to
have hidden disciplinary
or other significant
events that ehould
have been disclosed
in their
profiles.
Furthermore,
for those
arbitrators
that have either current or past affiliations
with the
securities
industry,
the SROs have all
undertaken,
and are
expected,
to examine the Central Registration
Depository
(VXUY*)
managed by the National Aseociation
of Securities
Dealers ("NASD")
for any disciplinary
history
on an applicant
or current arbitrator
&AR, a,
the general discussion
of arbitrator
selection
in
11
"Discovery
Procedures and the Selection
and Training
of
Lipton,
Arbitrators:
A Study of Securities
Industry
Practices,"
26 A.Bus.
L.J. 441 (1988).

GAO/GGD-92-74 Securities Arbitration
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Some SROs report
that would exclude
him from the arbitrator
pool.
that they also compare other
application
data such as education or
employment history
againet the data included in the CRD.
We do not believe that it ie unreasonable,
especially
in the
of evidence indicating
any problem in this area, for SRO
arbitration
administrators
to rely
upon the word of their
arbitrators.
The staff
believe8
that
significant
incentives
exist
to
a8sure
make
already
that
arbitrators
do not
misrepre8enfatione
in connection with the information
they provide
to SROs. In this regard, lawyers and other licensed professional8
may rink
their
license8 by making false or misleading
statements
regarding
their
experiences
and background in the material
they
provide to the SROs in their arbitration
profile.
pj In addition,
other members of the community who are not licensed professionals
risk damage to their reputations
should untruths
be uncovered, for
example, during proceeding8 to vacate an award. I/
absence

does not suggest what particular
steps the General
The report
Accounting Office
(llGAO*l) believe8 would be appropriate
to verify
arbitrator
backgrounds.
There would be appreciable
costs,
we
believe,
if SROs were required
to contact an arbitrator's
schools
and employers, confirm arbitrators'
publications,
or the source of
written
recommendations.
While meet arbitrators
understand
the
need to exclude
from
their
rank8 persons who provide
false
information,
we assum that a octrtain percentage
of arbitrators
already known in their communitias who volunteer
their services to
the arbitration
system8 will conclude that the related
intrusion
and complexity
ia simply not worthwhile,
and they will decline to
serve as arbitrators.
verification
efforts
would
Furthermore,
impose coats
which
are unjustified
given
the
absence
of
demonstrated
abuse.
These costs would be borne by the parties
or
the SROs, which have significant
statutory
reeponsibilities
for the
enforcement of the federal
securities
law8 and, accordingly,
have
competing priorities
for their fund8.
Finally,
the rules for arbitrator
selection
in particular
cases suppose the active participation
of many persons: arbitrators
themselves and arbitration
department staff,
as well as parties
and
their
counsel.
In addition
to general
background information,
arbitrators
are required
by the Code of Ethic8 for arbitrators,
which has been incorporated
in applicable
part into the SRO rules,
to provide
additional
disclosures
that
may be relevant
to a
particular
ca8e. parties
are entitled
to receive this information
&@R, a+9r, Rules 7.1 and 8.4 of the Rules of Professional
PI
Conduct of the Bar Aseociation
of the District
of Columbia.
Mieconduct that
21
grounds for vacating
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in order to determine whether to accept or challenge an arbitrator.
Parties also have the right under the arbitration
rule6 to request
furthar
information
about a prospective
arbitrator
in order to make
thoughtful
decisions
about accspting
a proposed
arbitrator.
At
this stage of the arbitrator
selection
process, parties
may learn
more about prospective
arbitrators
and influence
the composition
of a panel.
See pp. 61-63.

. The draft raport
3.
also
etates
that
the SRO arbitration
programs do not have formal
training
programs for arbitrators
or systems to assess arbitrators'
training
needs, and recommends that the SROs establish
a system to
train arbitrators
in the arbitration
process.
Written materials,
such as the existing
manual for arbitrators
already
provide
basic
that
is provided
to all
arbitrators,
The manual
addresses
background information
to the arbitrators.
the mechanics of administering
a haaring,
comportment,
ethical
The staff
agrees
considerations
and other introductory
issues.
that it would be appropriate
to study whethar there are costeffective
means to provide better training
on arbitration
procedure
to arbitrators.
Nevertheless,
while the SROs should expand their
training
efforts,
the staff does not believe that a prescription
of specified
courses should,
or could,
become an acceptable
substitute
for careful,
varied
evaluation
by the arbitration
departments
to
assure
the
independence
and capability
of
arbitrators.
Moreover, the staff similarly
believes
that there is a risk
in a simple
reliance
on training
programe "to ensure these
arbitrators
are adequately
trained
in the arbitration
process."
The draft
report at page 98 suggests that training
could ensure
arbitrators
"perform
function8
fairly
and
that
their
Although
appropriately."
the
Commission
and staff
have
consistently
pressed -- and will continue to press -- the SROs to
improve their offering8
of training
for arbitrators,
we have been
reluctant
to insist
that
the SROs impose mandatory
training
requirements
for several raasone.
First,
the arbitrator's
manual
issues.
provides
a basic training
reference
for commonly arising
Second, there are capable persons for whom introductory
films on
comportment and arbitration
process would be a waste of time -time that such persons may be unwilling
to spend. In addition,
we
would be concerned
that
mere attendance
at one or several
continuing
education
programs could somehow become a proxy for
qualification
as an arbitrator.
Neither arbitration
administrators
nor parties
should assume that an individual
is independent
or
capable merely because of several
afternoons
spent in training
sessions.
Our understanding
is that,
as a practical
matter,
new
arbitrators
are paired with experienced
arbitrators
to learn how
to conduct hearinga and better evaluate the cases before them.
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The staff,
however,
agrees
that
reliance
on on-the-job
training
for arbitrators
does not, by itself,
undercut the need for
We believe that
or importance of effective
arbitrator
training.
the SROs must continue
to improve access to training
for the
films
and conferences.
arbitrators,
through written
materials,
While it would not be inappropriate
for the SROe to deny or limit
appointments
to cases for arbitrators
that had not expressed any
interest
in training
programs or otherwise demonstrated competsnce
in the field,
an attempt
at imposing uniform
instruction
on a
to provide any material
varied group of persons may not be likely
improvements in the arbitrator
pool.
Before endorsing particular
training
requirements,
the staff would want to understand better
the variety
of training
interests
held by the arbitrators
and have
some idea how many arbitrators
the SROs would be likely
to lose
from their
rosters
if
particular
training
requirements
were
imposed.
See comment 1.
Now on pp. 6 and 40.

Now on p. 41.

-4.
u
cl-8
case recoverv
1 hegl;inu v. Rawer casea .
at
pages II and 62 that cases that go
The draft report indicates
to oral hearings are 1.4 times more likely
to result
in an award
for the claimant than are those resolved solely on the basis of the
parties'
written
submissions.
The draft report does not indicate
whether the comparison wae made between all case8, large and amall,
that went to oral hearing
and those cases (all
under $10,000)
resolved on the papers, or between those cases under $10,000 that
were resolved on the papers and those that were resolved after an
It would be useful to clarify
that point.
Moreover,
oral hearing.
report
also notes that cases under
later
at page 63, the draft
$20,000, which include
all of the cases that had been resolved
based on written
materials,
were 3.7 times as likely
to result
in
an award in excess of 60% of the amount claimed.
It is important
to recognize that investors
with claims under
$IO,OOO always have the option under the SRO arbitration
rules of
requesting
an oral hearing
to preeent
their
casee.
In fact,
approximately
one quarter of the small claims claimants at the NASD
and New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE') did so for cases concluded
in
1991.
Hearings were held in 22% of the 332 small claims cases
concluded at the NASD that year, and 25% of the 146 small claim8
cases concluded at the NYSE during the year.
It is also important
to state the importance to investors
of
retaining
the option of resolving
casas on the papers.
For the
price
of a postage stamp (and applicable
fees),
an aggrieved
investor
can place hi8 ca6e before an impartial
decision
maker.
In many cases, the effort
and expense of a full oral hearing would
deny investors
with smaller claims access to dispute resolution.
While a party may in certain
instances have a better
opportunity
to persuade arbitrators
in person,
as in cases that hinge on
credibility,
the paper case option remain8 vital
to preaerving
investor
confidence.
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See comment 2.

Now on pp. 14-15.

See comment 3.
Now on p. 15.

See comment 4.
Now on pp. 28 and 33.

mm
of m
19 and
The
of page I9 carrying over to page 20,*which
dieCUS6e8 the administration
of SRO arbitration,
doe8 not address
the regulatory
re8pOn8ibilities
of the SROs imposed by Congress,
and should be redrafted.
Suggested language follows:
Securities
arbitration
is administered
by groups called
organizations
(*OSROsl').
Congress
self-regulatory
determined
through
the federal
eecurities
laws to
regulate
the securities
markets through the combined
efforts
of the SEC and those of the SROs. The SROe are
registered
with the SEC, and have statutorily
imposed
responsibilities
to regulatetheirmember
broker-dealers.
They write rules; they
SROs have many public functions.
monitor
trading
in the markets;
they enforce
the
securities
laws and their own rules; and they administer
systems of arbitration
to resolve
disputes
between
investors
and their members.
6.
m
and -arbitration
rules v- waae 21 . The draft report
note8 at page 21 that the @ 'AAA'ssecuritiee
arbitration
rules are
generally
similar
to the Uniform Code of Arbitration"
used by the
SROs as a model for their rules.
There are, however, important
distinctions
between the SROsr and AAA's rules.
For example, the
SRos require the maintenance of a record in all cases, while the
AAA does not.
Awards in cases at the SROs involving
public
investors are public, while they are not at the AAA. The SRO rule8
provide more specific procedures for obtaining prehaaring discovery
than do the AAA rules.
SRO arbitrators
also can
In addition,
compel the production
of industry personnel or documents without
a subpoena, which AAA arbitrators
may not.
7.
won8
iEIFo-=ctlv

for the use of wre-diswute
a&&&&n
clausek
.
erencea at waae8 43 and
attWWed
to the SEC --

The draft report incorrectly
cite8 at page 52 former Chairman
David Ruder's July 12, 1980 testimony before the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance of the Rouse Committee on Energy and
stating:
Commerce. The draft report cites to that testimony,
In 3.960 testimony before Congress, the SEC Chairman noted
the highly technical
nature of issues in options trading
and the greater
likelihood
of litigation
to resolve
disputes arising
in options trading.
[footnote
omitted]
In the same testimony, the SEC Chairman said that brokerdealer8 would argue that arbitration
was the appropriate
forum for resolving
disputes in options accounts because
it was the least costly forum.
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In fact, the referenced testimony clearly states that the arguments
concerning tha technical
nature of option8 trading and likelihood
of
litigation
were made by broker-dealers.
In support of mandatory clause8
in margin and options
accounts, broker-dealere
among other things, that
they are at financial
risk kth
margin accounts and
therefore
have a right to insiet on the forum to resolve
diaputee.
They also argue that the issues involving
options and margin are more technical
and complicated
than those involving caeh accounts and, thus, arbitration
is the more appropriate
forum. Additionally,
they point
out that margin and options accounte are more likely
to
result
in litigation
and that, therefore,
arbitration,
as the lese coetly forum, is particularly
appropriate
for
these types of accounts.V* (emphasis supplied)
The apparent implication
of the language in the draft report is
that the former Chairman had endorsed the use of predispute
arbitration
clauses for options accounts based on these notions of
the technical
aspects of options trading.
That is not accurate.
After noting the arguments of both the securities
industry
and
proponents of greater customer choice, the Chairman concluded that
the issues were complicated,
and required further
analysis.
Proponent8 of customer choice point out, on the other
hand, that margin and options accounts often raise issues
of fiduciary
responsibility
and customer suitability
-issues
particularly
appropriate
for
court
adjudication.
Because the issues concerning margin and
options
accounts
and do not lend
are complicated
themselves
to
easy
solution,
I
believe
further
examination and analysis are necessary before a judgment
can be reached on the use of predispute clauses for these
type8 of accounts.
Subsequent to the July 1988 testimony, the Commission approved
rules
that
mandate explicit
and prominent
disclosures
in
conjunction
with any use of predispute
arbitration
clauses.
p/
These rules also impose significant
limitations
upon the contents
of the arbitration
provisions.
They explicitly
prohibit
any
arbitration
contract from including
"any condition which limit8 or
contradicts
the rules of any self-regulatory
organization
or limits
the ability
of a party to file any claim in arbitration
or limits
The draft
report
does not indicate
whether the investors
PI
interviewed
by GAO staff who complained that they had been unaware
of the arbitration
provisions
in the documentation they had signed
in connection
with their
accounts had signed those documents
before,
or after,
the imposition
of theee new requirements.
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the ability
of the arbitrators
to make any award.WZJ
Additionally,
ouatosers have retained acceen to basic brokerage services without
agreeing to pursue any future disputes #rough
arbitration.
We also euggeet that the GAO clarify
in the report the fact
that the availability
of securities
accounts with or without the
signing
of prediepute
arbitration
clauses is not actually
keyed
directly
to whether accounts are cash accounts,
or margin
or
options
accounts,
but rather
ie instead
keyed to whether any
documentation
is required
to be signed in connection
with an
account. a/
Required documentation,
ae we understand
it, better
explains
differences
in the use of arbitration
clauses in the
various type5 OF accounts.
The staff has observed that, generally,
when there ie documentation
that establishes
term of the parties
relationship
that is to be signed in connection
with the opening
that document is likely
to include
a dispute
of an account,
resolution
provision.
Firms require
documentation
for margin and
options
accounts,
retirement
accounts,
and trust
accounts
for
regulatory
and prudential
reasons largely unrelated
to arbitration
or other forms of dispute
resolution.
Firms generally
do not
require the signing of any customer agreements for individual
cash
accounts,
and have not elected
to take on the administrative
burdens and costs of such contracts
eolely to obtain predispute
agreements to arbitrate.
See comment 5.
Now on p, 38.

LT
The draft report indicates
that futures
investors
may choose among arbitration,
reparations,
mediation or litigation.
The discussion
is incomplete,
and would be more clear
if the
following
were added:
While commodities firms say employ predispute
arbitration
clause6,
they may not make adherence to the clause a
condition
of doing business.
Commodities investors
have
the right to take their casea through the courts only if
they
have not
signed
an agreement
containing
an
arbitration
clause.
In addition,
commodities investors
m,
atgr, NYSE Rule 636(d)
ZJ
Article
III,
Section 21(f)(4).

and NASD Rules of Fair

Practice,

release
approving
the major
81
&a!&, sad.1 the Conuniesion'e
reforms to the arbitration
process in Way 1989: @IAt least five of
the nation's
largest
broker-dealers,
with offices
around the
country,
do not require
the signing
of account agreements for
individual
cash
accounts
fbat
do not
otwe
rem
in csth
other services
orovJ.ded in the
t.
such as individpal
retaccounts
or trustee
confrolled
securities
Exchange Act Release No. 26805
(May 10, 1989), 54 Fi at 21153 n.51. (emphasis supplied)
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say opt for reparations
procedures administered
by the
Commodities and Futures Trading Commission regardless of
whether they have signed predispute arbitration
clauses.
Mediation services are offered by the National Futures
Association
as an adjunct to its arbitration
facilities.
See comment 6.
Now on pp. 50-54.

n at
fD~SlcO&&
w*-8
throuuh
** O concurs with the draft
The 8ostaff
strongly
report's
conclusion
not to sake any recommendation for changes
of the survey discussed in Chapter 5.
stemming from the results
The chapter discusses non-binding
arbitration,
the institution
of
a single SRO to administer
arbitration
cases, and a requirement
that arbitration
awards include a statement of reasons
by the
arbitrators.
The staff has strong reservation8
about the framing
of the questions and the sampling of respondents discussed in the
chapter,
as well as on the general concept of employing such a
questionnaire
a8 a means of public policy making.
In general,
the questions
did not fully
or fairly
apprise
those questioned
of the complicated
range of issues related
to
appeal costs, single SRO cost and governance, or the implications
of requiring
arbitrators
to write the reasons for their
awards.
These limitations
undercut any potential
value of the information
provided by the respondents.
We do not address these problems in
any detail as the report correctly
did not rely on such information
to recommend any of the changes addressed in the survey questions.

See comment 7
Now on pp, 6 and 40.

Now on pp. 71, 76-77,
and 78.

for caeagFnvolvina
c-ties
ootions -ea
The report
indicates
that claims involving
commodities options were 1.8 times sore likely
to receive
an award
of some amount as were those with other types of products.
Our
understanding
after reviewing the technical
appendix is that the
reference in the text of the report to *'commodities optionen refer8
to options on securities
and options on commodities (m 89~ pages
112, 120 [Table 111-41, and 121.)
We believe that it would be
helpful
to clarify
the tern *'commodities options"
in the text of
the report.
erv rate

A
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The following are GAO’S comments on the Securities and Exchange
Commission letter dated March 12,1992.

GAOComments

1. The scope and methodology of our analysis are explained in detail in
chapter 2 and appendix III. In addition, footnote 6 in chapter 4 further
explains that we tested the effects of all 10 factors we evaluated, including
hearings or review of evidence and claims over and under $20,000.As we
stated on pages 39 through 41, the size of the claim did not have an impact
on whether the award was made but did affect the amount awarded.
The description given on page 40 recognizes that investors with claims
under $10,000 have the option of having a hearing or having their cases
resolved on the basis of the written evidence. Our study was not designed
to evaluate the importance to investors of retaining the option of resolving
cases on the basis of the written evidence.
2. The description of how the securities industry administers and oversees
arbitration was intended to provide a broad overview of the industry’s
principle of self-regulation and not a specific discussion on self-regulation.
We have added language to indicate that the SROS'legal authority comes
from the Securities Exchange Act.
3. We recognize that there are differences between SROand AAArules on
arbitration. A number of these differences are compared in appendix I of
the report as requested by the Committees and Subcommittee. As SEC
indicated, there are other differences; however, in general, the procedures
used by the SROSand AAAare similar.
4. We agree with SECthat our characterization of former Chairman David
Ruder’s July 12,1988, testimony before the Subcommittee on
Telecommunication and Finance of the House Committee on Energy and
Commerce was incorrect. The Chairman was giving the views of
broker-dealers and not his own. We modified the text on pages 28 and 33
to indicate that these are broker-dealers’ views on the use of predispute
arbitration clauses and that the former Chairman believed the issue should
be further studied.
We disagree with SEC'Ssuggestion that we clarify the report to indicate
that the availability of accounts with or without the signing of predispute
arbitration clauses is not actually keyed to the type of account-cash,
margin, or option-but rather keyed to whether any documentation is
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required to be signed in connectton with an account. SEC statea that types
of accounts that require documents for reasons unrelated to arbitration
usually also include dispute resolution provisions. Either way, however, it
is the resulting requirements that are important, and our methodology
captures those requirements.
6. We have modified footnote 4 in chapter 4 to include language proposed
by SEC and CFI’Cofficials.
6. As we clearly indicate in chapter 2, the opinions in chapter 6 should not
be construed as being representative of those of all investors, arbitrators,
or attorneys. In addition, as the title of chapter 6 indicates, the chapter
contains only opinions and does not represent any analysis on which we
would base recommendations.
7. Our conclusion in chapter 4 on commodities options claims is accurate.
We tested for differences between commodities options, securities
options, and other products. Commodities and securities options were
separate categories in the analysis. The results showed that investors with
claims involving commodities options were 1.8 times more likely to
receive an award than investors with other products, including securities
options. We revised the text on page 40 to clarify that our comparison
included securities options.
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Michael A. Burnett, Assistant Director, Financial Institutions
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Diane N. Morris, Evaluator
Lisa M. Yesson, Evaluator
Chss. Michael Johnson, Evaluator
Barry L. Reed, Senior Social Science Analyst
Susan S. We&in, Economist
Carl M. Ramirez, Social Science Analyst
Douglas Sloane, Statistical Consultant

Office of the General
Counsel

M.R. DeMarcus, Assistant General Counsel

New York Regional
Office

John Ripper, Senior Evaluator
James C. Lawson, Evaluator
KathIeen A. Grecco, Evaluator
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Forum, arbitration, 4
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Punitive damages, 45, 49, 64
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award versus no award, 78-80
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claim processing time, 43-45
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case processing time, 42
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procedures for arbitration, 64-65
punitive damage awards, 45
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